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Rainbow of fun

Spring kicked off with an explosion of colour, as Anderson’s Creek Primary School hosted a Colour Explosion Run
to raise money to upgrade its school oval. See Page 16.
Meanwhile, our gardens are springing to life with their own colour, and Warrandyte has emerged from hibernation
to enjoy the warmer weather.
Many people have been enjoying getting out and about with their pets, so this month we look towards the Nillumbik
Pet Expo and celebrate our companion animals. Check out our Pet Special on Pages 17–20. Photo: SANDI MILLER
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Green Wedge win for
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— Page 4
Protecting our State
Park — Pages 6–7
Fire Fest for the Hills
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“When you look annoyed all the time, people think
you’re busy” — George Costanza
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OVER THE HILLS

By JOCK MACNEISH

OVER
THEthings
HILLSchange...
The
more
The Diary’s researchers have
been trawling the internet and
have come across a bit of a find.
Tucked away on the Warrandyte
Cricket Club’s website is a copy
of a book tracing the history of
the Warrandyte Cricket Club and
therefore the township.

The Warrandyte Story
1855–1955

Compiled by LOUIS CRANFIELD,
Written & Illustrated
by HARRY HUDSON

Chapter 3: Development
The second half of 1851 brought to light
gold-bearing areas one after another
throughout Victoria.
Andersons Creek, on June 30, won the prize
by a narrow margin; but there was Clunes
on July 1; Buninyong, August 8; Ballarat,
August 25; Alexander, September 1; and
Bendigo, December 8.
In fact, between 1851 and 1880, one-third
of the world’s gold production was found
in Victoria.
When bad weather disheartened the
prospectors at Andersons Creek, leaving

By JOCK MACNEISH

it deserted towards the end of 1851, and
the enormous deposits of immensely
payable gold were found at Ballarat, it was
not surprising that Lieutenant Governor
La Trobe, writing to the Secretary of State
for Colonies, on November 15, should
state, that:
“Counter attractions of other fields and
the flooded state of the Yarra have caused
a complete, but probably only temporary,
abandonment of Andersons Creek
goldfield.”
As was mentioned earlier, three Gold
Commissioners stayed on at Andersons
Creek — so someone had faith in the field.
This, allied to the publishing in 1854, of the
Legislative Council’s decision in favour of
Louis Michel’s claim and payment to him
of £1,000, set the final seal on Victoria’s
first goldfield.
Due to the publicity accorded the
Committee’s decision, miners were
induced to return to Andersons Creek
towards the end of 1854.
At the beginning of 1855, Warrandyte really
got going.
Two stores had been established, and true
to goldfield tradition, the commercial flags
of Mr Trice and Mr Theis were flying gaily
over their tents.
Theis’ store going by the high-sounding
name of Diamond Accommodation Store.
On February 24, Pascoe Fawkner and the
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Premier, Mr J. O’Shannassy, toured the
field, to investigate miners’ grievances
following the nation-shaking incidents of
the Eureka Stockade at Ballarat.
The population of Andersons Creek at this
time was estimated to be between 700
and 800.
To be continued...
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WARRANDYTE

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River,
some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting
ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the
first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established its character as a
small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Around 1900
the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a
commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense
of independence of Warrandyte has been largely retained. This newspaper is
the voice and true expression of that spirit.
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Waste collection — but at what cost?
By JAMES POYNER
AT A SPECIAL Council Meeting held
on Tuesday, September 10, Nillumbik
Shire Council debated in camera the
future of waste collection in the Shire,
as councillors decided whether to
outsource waste collection services to
private contractor JJ Richards.
Prior to the meeting, representatives
from Nillumbik’s waste collection
service held a protest about the
potential decision to outsource their
jobs.
Local activist Ben Ramcharan
attended the meeting, he later spoke
to the Diary about Council’s decision
to award the contract to JJ Richards.
“It’s very disappointing to see that
Nillumbik Council is privatising our
waste collection service.
“Ratepayers’ money that was once
used to create jobs for locals is now
being spent outside of our Shire.
“Ratepayers deserve better than this
and so do our hard-working garbos.
“My thoughts are with all of
the council staff whose jobs and
livelihoods are lost or at risk under
the current council’s agenda,” he said.
Nillumbik Mayor Karen Egan said
the appointment of the new contractor
follows a best-value review of Council’s

in-house service.
“As an industry leader servicing
over 20 per cent of Victorian councils,
including our Whittlesea and Yarra
Ranges neighbours, JJ Richards
has, through the tender evaluation,
demonstrated excellence in service
delivery, customer focus, advanced
waste collection technology, safety
and risk management,” she said in a
press release.
The mayor went on to talk about
improvements to the bin-collection
process.
“Following consultation with the
community last year, Council will
be offering residents additional bin
collection options, which we expect
to be available from July 1, 2020,” she
said.
However, the extent of savings the
changes represent, and the future
of council waste collection staff was
missing from their September 10
statement.
The Diar y asked Council for
the specifics, Nillumbik Council
Chief Executive Officer Carl Cowie
responded to the Diary’s questions.
“The engagement of JJ Richards
to deliver the Council’s kerbside
waste collection service represents

operational cost savings of around
$4.2 million over the initial contract
term of seven years.
“Any council assets no longer needed
will be sold to the secondary market or
returned to the lessor,” he said.
Wi t h a n e x t e n s i v e f l e e t a n d
numerous divisions and facilities, the
fate of all of Council’s waste service
workers is in question.
Cr Egan said Council’s in-house
waste collection team has provided
excellent service to the Nillumbik
community.
“On behalf of all councillors I’d like
to acknowledge the contribution from
all the staff who have delivered the
service over many years,” she said.
The Diary asked Council how many
council workers would be losing their
jobs with the shift to JJ Richards, Mr
Cowie provided a response.
“Council employees will be able
to continue employment with JJ
Richards.
“If they fail the employment tests
with JJ Richards, they will be eligible
for redeployment to any suitable
vacancies within Council or receive a
redundancy payment,” he said.
The new contract with JJ Richards
is expected to begin on July 1, 2020.

By JAMES POYNER
AT THE ELEVENTH hour Nillumbik
Shire Council have secured a shortterm deal with SKM receivers,
KordaMentha, to deliver all recycling
material to the recently reopened
Laverton North facility.
In a press release issued on Sunday
morning, Nillumbik Mayor Karen Egan
welcomed the new deal.
“This is exciting progress for our
residents, who are enthusiastic
recyclers and have been waiting
patiently for proper services to
resume,” she said.
However, the new deal has a number
of restrictions which mean it is not
exactly business as usual.
Bundled plastic bags will no longer
be accepted and any resident wanting
to dispose of them should take them
to a REDcycle program receptacle at
Coles or Woolworths.
Stores in Eltham, Greensborough,

The Pines, Diamond Creek and St
Helena participate in this program.
Council has also said it does not have
capacity for additional collections
which means residents who have been
stockpiling their recyclable material,
in anticipation of services returning
to normal, will need to take it to the
Council’s Recycling and Recovery
Centre at 290 Yan Yean Road, Plenty.
The new deal is also putting
Nillumbik, and its residents on the
frontline in the war against waste.
“The new arrangement is a lot
stricter. If our recycling is more than
10 per cent contaminated, it may be
rejected and sent to landfill.
“It’s up to residents to do the right
thing,” said Cr Egan.
If and/or when the Laverton North
facility is sold to another company,
Council will likely need to renegotiate
with the sites new owners.
KordaMentha is the advisory and

investment firm appointed as receivers
and managers to SKM Recycling Pty
Ltd in August.
KordaMentha also received a $10
million State Government loan to aid
in the restarting of proper recycling
processes for the groups seven sites.
Nillumbik used to deliver to a facility
in Coolaroo, but that facility currently
remains closed.
Nillumbik Mayor Karen Egan
thanked residents for their patience as
Council worked to find a way through
what is a national crisis.
“Nillumbik residents are among
the best recyclers in Victoria and I
encourage you to continue your efforts
through our kerbside collection,” Cr
Egan said.
Council’s Recycling and Recovery
Centre, is also open to the public to
drop off paper, cardboard and metals
for recycling.
The cardboard and paper is collected

Photo: BEN RAMCHARAN

Council workers attend Special Council Meeting

Recycling service resumes in Nillumbik

Paying the price
ONE OF THE delights of living in
Warrandyte is our amazing wildlife.
Local nature photographer Denise
Illing spotted not one — but three —
platypus frolicing together on one
of her daily walks along the river.
However, the joys of spotting
platypuses in the Yarra were marred
by the realisation that one of the
monotremes had become entangled
in what appears to be fishing line.
The male platypus (as can be
identified by the spurs on his hind
leg), was photographed playing in
the rapids near Stiggants Reserve.
It was only when she got home
and downloaded the photographs
that she noticed the animal had

Dental Prosthetist, Jacqueline Bell

from there by Veolia and taken to the
VISY paper plant in Coolaroo, where it
is made into new recycled packaging.
The metals are taken to Ecocycle
where they are sorted and then
recycled locally and overseas.
The fallout from SKM Recycling
Pty Ltd entering receivership is still
plaguing the State.
Every week there is another story
in national press about the mess left
by SKM after they failed to pay their
creditors.
While the 33 councils impacted
by this recycling crisis look to find
solutions that avoid sending waste to
landfill; warehouses, such as the one
owned by Marwood Construction
in Derrimut (as reported in The Age
on September 29), which has 10,000
tonnes of waste stored by SKM, before
it went into receivership, currently
have no way of getting rid of it.
The ABC recently reported that

Photo: DENISE ILLING

something around its neck.
Rubbish in the Yarra is a major
problem for our local wildlife, care
should always be taken to ensure
rubbish ends up in the bin, not in
the river.
If, like Denise, you want to
become a regular volunteer
platypus spotter, you can
register at Australian Platypus
Monitoring Network
(www.platypusnetwork.org.au).
If you are lucky — and patient
enough — to spot either a
platypus or a rikali (native rat),
sightings can be recorded at
www.platypus.asn.au

Book your FREE

•Natural looking dentures
consultation
•Emergency denture repairs 9844 4321
•Sports mouthguards

No referral needed, ask about our 100% interest-free payment plans

www.keepsmiling.com.au —11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber
BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

Indonesia is preparing to send
100 containers of plastic back to
Australia following a discovery that
the waste, earmarked for recycling,
was contaminated.
The bottom line is, while the
resumption of recycling services is
good news for Nillumbik residents,
this issue is far from over, to emulate
the words of Nillumbik’s Mayor, it
is up to all residents, regardless of
municipality, to do the right thing
and to continue to reduce, reuse and
recycle.
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NBN availability getting close
By DAVID HOGG

THE FIRST SCHEDULED availability of
Fibre-to-the-Curb (FTTC) technology
NBN has still not happened, although
some addresses still show a rollout
date of September 2019, the majority
of residents and businesses west
of Whipstick Gully are now “ready
to connect” according to the NBN
website.
However, West End residents report
that no contact has been received
from nbnco to advise connection is
available.
North Warrandyte residents are still
showing a delivery date of January to
March 2020.
Last month we discussed the different
NBN plans available on the market
to enable you to choose the most
appropriate Internet Service Provider
(ISP) for your broadband needs.
If you have opted to retain a landline
telephone service on the NBN, do
check what you will be paying for your
phone calls.
Many service providers will charge
per call, or you may have to pay extra to
have unlimited local and national calls
which may not include calls to mobiles.
The easiest solution may be to
dispense with your landline altogether

and just use a mobile phone.
If you have chosen to retain your
home phone and “port” your existing
landline phone number across to a
different supplier, this can be a fraught
process and if not done carefully can
result in losing your existing number.
Make sure you liaise carefully with
your new supplier in advance and
agree with them on the exact timing
for you to connect to the NBN.
Connecting to your
new NBN service
Choose your supplier carefully and
place your order with them; this can be
done anytime now if you wish, ahead
of the NBN service actually becoming
available.
You will be supplied with an NBN
Connection Device (NCD) and a
router when your home or business is
NBN-ready.
When you are ready (no rush!) and
the NBN is ready, you disconnect all
your phone equipment and instead
plug the NCD into the phone line that
comes in from the street; the street
equipment “recognises” your NCD and
switches you across to the NBN.
Make sure you have removed any old
ADSL filter/splitters.

Any existing socket in the home will
do, but as mentioned in earlier articles
choose the best location for your router
for wi-fi coverage.
Then your router connects to the
other port on the NCD.
After a short time, the lights on the
NCD should all come good, followed
by the lights on the router; this usually
takes just three or four minutes, but
can take a few hours if your ISP has to
tweak things.
The router provides all your physical
interfaces and a wi-fi signal, and the
SSID or station identifier name and
passcode for the wi-fi signal will be
either on a label on the router or
advised by your supplier.
On your wi-fi connected laptops you
will now have to find the wi-fi signal
from your new router and put in the
passcode, and bingo you now have
fast internet.
Your non-wi-fi computer(s) can plug
via Ethernet cable into the data port(s)
on the router and there you also have
fast internet.
The landline phone plugs into the
first voice port on the router and you
should now have dial tone.
Only one of the voice ports on your
router will be active.

If you have a phone handset and an
answering machine, you can use the
old ADSL filter/splitter as a convenient
double adapter to connect both to the
one voice port.
You will have to reprogram all other
devices in the premises which connect
via wi-fi, e.g. mobile phones, iPads,
smart TV, wi-fi printer, solar inverter,
to connect to the new wi-fi SSID from
your new router.
If any of this doesn’t work, contact
the help desk of your service provider;
currently around nine per cent of FTTC
connections fail to work first time.
And if for some reason it doesn’t work
and your service provider indicates
that it may take some time to sort out
(it may require a tech to visit), then
you can unplug the NCD, plug your
old modem back in, put everything
back as it was and it should still work
back on ADSL.
You’re up and running
You are connected to the NBN and
up and running.
But, if you have changed your
supplier and forget to cancel your old
ADSL and phone service, you may be
billed for both.
Even though you may have carried

your existing phone number across to
the NBN or “ported” it across to a new
supplier, there will be some minor
headaches still to come and facilities
you had on your old phone service may
or may not be carried across.
This is because your phone service
now works on a new technology called
Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP).
Setting diversions and barring
facilities may have to be done by
logging into your supplier’s portal,
rather than using dial codes such as
*21#.
Messagebank services, call waiting
and call diversions may all have to
be set up again and you may have
to re-record your outgoing message
and learn how to retrieve your voice
messages if the supplier provides such
a facility.
Check your new internet speed by
using one of the many internet speed
tests you can find online.
You will only get around 90 per
cent of the full speed of 12/25/50/100
you selected, and slower in the peak
evening periods, but it should conform
to speeds promised by your ISP.
At last you now have fast internet and
possibly phone.
Sit back and enjoy the speed.

Green Wedge win for conservationists
By DAVID HOGG
MANNINGHAM Council’s C117
Planning Scheme Amendment, which
was sent to the Victorian Minister for
Planning Richard Wynne, in February
for approval, has now finally been
approved and gazetted.
However, much to the delight of
local conservationists and community
groups, the version that has been
approved is not the one that was
agreed on by Council, which was
intended to encourage touristrelated developments in the Rural
Conservation Zone.
Instead, the Minister has approved
the amendment in the form
recommended by an independent
Planning Panel in its December 2018
report.
That panel was convened to consider
the community’s objections, and the
panel’s findings came down fairly and
squarely on the side of not encouraging
such tourist-related developments,
suggesting that such changes would
have been inconsistent with state
planning policy.
Don Macrae from the Save the Green
Wedge group, which includes the
Warrandyte Community Association
and the Friends of Nillumbik, provided
a response to the news.
“Council’s amendment was poorly
drafted, inimical to the Green Wedge
and facing solid community resistance.
“Our community has made an effort
and been rewarded.
“Manningham Council has
expended significant resources on
this ill-conceived project, and it would
be nice to think they might work with,
rather than against, the community
next time,” he said.
The decision will not be welcomed
by local developers and entrepreneurs
who seem to see the Green Wedge as
vacant land, and an opportunity for

sustainable economic development.
These include Jamie Day who was
seeking to promote an eco-friendly
low-impact tourist camping facility
at Pound Bend, and John Di Pietro,
co-founder of Olivigna and director
of Brumby’s Road Investments Pty
Ltd — the company which had its
application for a planning permit for
a hotel in Brumbys Road turned down
by VCAT last year.
Mr Day said it was ironic that
this decision comes on the 100th
anniversary of his family living at
Pound Bend.
“We welcomed the changes the
Minister made however, whilst the
amendment includes new policies that
provide guidance for the consideration
of discretionary land uses in the
Rural Conservation Zone, it does
not change the provisions or the
land uses permitted within the Rural
Conservation Zone,” Mr Day said.
He says he has “effectively been
‘zoned out’ of using the land in an
ecologically friendly manner which
would complement the State Park
and provide employment in the local
community”.
He said that similar projects have
been done Australia wide and been
very successful.
“A discretionary use is still an option
that we will be exploring,” Mr Day told
the Diary.
The Diary asked the Minister’s
office for comment and a DELWP
spokesperson told us “Protecting green
wedge zones from overdevelopment is
a critical part of Victorian planning
policy.
“The Victorian Government is
currently reviewing Green Wedge
planning provisions as part of Plan
Melbourne 2017–2050 and this review
will help us better protect green
wedges.”

Niall Sheehy, Acting Director
City Planning and Community at
Manningham Council told us:
“While the Minister has not approved
the proposed changes to the Council’s
Municipal Strategic Statement, the
new local policy has been approved
as part of the Amendment.
“This policy will adequately guide
non-residential uses in the Green
Wedge areas of Manningham.”
Ryan Smith MP, State Member for
Warrandyte, told the Diary: “the

protection of the Green Wedge and
Warrandyte’s natural environment
should be one of our first considerations
against the argument for inappropriate
development.
“It is important, however, that we
are able to have a balanced discussion
about the best way we can foster
support for our local businesses
through attracting visitors to the
area, as well as growing future
job opportunities, particularly for
Warrandyte’s young people.

“It is only through having these
balanced, rather than arbitrary,
conversations that we can decide
collectively what is appropriate for our
community and what isn’t.”
A copy of the approved
C117 Planning
Amendment,
plus additional
documentation is
available to view at:

https://bit.ly/2mtuZd1
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North East Link panel hearings wrap up
By SUSAN FOREMAN
T H E I N Q U I RY A N D A d v i s o r y
Committee(IAC) public hearings for
the North East Link (NEL) project
finished on Monday, September 16.
The public hearings spanned
seven weeks and a large swathe of
information and data was covered
during this time.
Manningham, Banyule, Boroondara
and Whitehorse Councils delivered
a joint closing submission to the
project’s committee.
The four Councils share a large
number of mutual concerns regarding
the NEL project and therefore
combined their closing submission.
Manningham Council reports that
its main concerns about the project
are as follows:
1: Economic impacts
As reported in last month’s Diary,
the acquisition of 80 businesses in the
Bulleen Industrial Precinct will result
in the loss of at least 1,200 jobs and
have negative economic and social
impacts.
2: Sports clubs displaced
The project design at Bulleen Park
will impact park land, sporting clubs
and nearby land uses.
The aero modelling and archery
clubs will be displaced and the
expansion of a golf course into Bulleen
Park will result in the community
being locked out from their own park.
3: Visual impacts
4.5 hectares of parkland will be

removed from the Koonung Creek
Trail and reserves along the Eastern
Freeway.
Manningham is set to lose 36
hectares of open space during the
construction and seven hectares
permanently.
Diversion of 1.6 kilometres of the
Koonung Creek into underground
drains will cause significant
environmental destruction.
A total of 25,947 trees are either
planned for removal or potentially
impacted within the project boundary.
Tunnelling activities near the Bolin
Bolin Billabong may have harmful
impacts on the water level in the
billabong.
The design of the Manningham Road
interchange threatens the removal of
Bulleen’s iconic 300 year old River
Red Gum.
The tree has cultural and
environmental significance to the
community.
4: Loss of open space
Significant areas of public open
space will be occupied by the project
for up to seven years; and large areas of
public open space will be permanently
acquired to accommodate the project.
5: Public transport
The proposed Doncaster Busway
should be designed to safeguard
the opportunity to provide heavy
rail to Doncaster in the future and
extended into the CBD, so commuters
experience genuine journey time

improvements.
Improvements to the local bus
network are required to support public
transport connections.
Manningham Council submission
on Bulleen Park
Manningham Council tabled a
separate closing submission regarding
Bulleen Park.
The submission outlined Council’s
primary position that the design of
the project at Bulleen Road needs to
be reconsidered with an objective of
avoiding impacts on Bulleen Park and
other nearby land uses.
In a statement, Manningham
Council said that it is committed to
ensuring that Bulleen Park’s aero
modelling and archery clubs are not
displaced as a result of the expansion
of the golf course.
Council said it was also committed to
preserving and protecting community
parkland so it remains freely accessible
and is available for the enjoyment of
future generations.
Manningham Mayor, Cr Paula
Piccinini said: “Bulleen Park belongs
to Manningham and we will fight to
save it for our community”.
Insufficient information in the
Environmental Effects Statement
Overall Manningham Council
says it is concerned that the NEL
Environmental Effects Statement
(EES) does not include adequate

levels of information for the IAC panel
to effectively assess the project in its
entirety.
Among other things the exact road
alignment and project footprint are
yet to be determined.
Council called on the IAC to adjourn
current proceedings until a date to be
fixed, and asks that a supplementary
EES, with complete information, is
prepared and exhibited.
Environmental performance
requirements are weak
Council has said that in its view, many
of the Environmental Performance
Requirements (EPR) outlined in the
project’s EES are substandard and do
not adequately protect the community
from the impacts of the NEL.
The council statement said: “Robust
EPR are fundamental to a project’s
delivery, acting as a set of conditions
that dictate how any successful
contractor must refine and deliver a
project.
Throughout the panel hearing,
Manningham Council said it has
“worked resolutely” to input into the
projects EPR, suggesting stronger
wording for the existing EPR and the
inclusion of additional EPR where
required.
Mayor Piccinini said she was deeply
concerned about the state of the EPR
put forward by the project.
“The original EPR for the Bulleen
Industrial Precinct hadn’t even taken

New Community Hospital
By SANDI MILLER
THE VICTORIAN Government is
asking Nillumbik residents to have
their say on the proposed Eltham area
Community Hospital.
The government is investing $675
million to build 10 community
hospitals in major growth areas such
as Eltham.
The range of services offered at
each hospital will be tailored for each
community, with a strong focus on
ensuring better integration of health
and human services under one roof.
The Eltham area Community
Hospital will be managed by Austin
Health.
The Victorian Government wants
to hear from our community to
help shape the new hospital and
to understand what services are
important.
Community members can provide
feedback via an online Victorian
Government survey at Participate
Nillumbik.
Member for Warrandyte, Ryan
Smith was underwhelmed with the
announcement.
“The Andrews Government has
promised $675 million for ten

community hospitals, but,
in reality, has only provided
$2 million of funding in this
year’s budget.
He said this continues
a growing trend of the
government.
“Promises are being made,
but there is little evidence of
the funds being available to
fulfil those promises.
“As a result, it is becoming
increasingly clear that
Victorian patients will be
the losers, with their health
needs compromised,” he
said.
Nillumbik Mayor Karen
Egan said this was an
opportunity for residents
to have their say about
the services they would
like delivered by a local
community hospital.
“ I u r g e re s i d e n t s t o
complete the survey and share their
views on the future of healthcare in
the area and where they would like the
new hospital situated,” Cr Egan said.
The survey closes Friday, October
11 at 4pm.

into consideration compensation for
impacted workers.
“Manningham Council has strongly
advocated that the EPR must be robust
enough to ensure impacted workers
are guaranteed fair compensation and
offered tailored transition plans to find
reemployment.
“Over 1,200 people are set to lose
their jobs because of this project.
“Ensuring these people are taken
care of is fundamental.
“It is astounding that the project
missed its obligation to address an
impact of this magnitude,” said Cr
Piccinini said.
Next steps in the process
After hearing all evidence, the IAC
will present their recommendations in
a report to Victorian Planning Minister
Mr Richard Wynne.
This report will be delivered within
30 business days of the end of the
panel hearings.
It is expected that Mr Wynne will
make a decision about the project in
late December.
“Our Council and legal team
have worked extremely hard to
put forward smart and considered
recommendations to the IAC panel.
“We expect the IAC to recommend
these changes to the Minister for
Planning and for the Minister to adopt
these recommendations in the final
project delivery,” said Cr Piccinini.

A cat may
look at a King
THE RESIDENT cat at the
Kangaroo Ground Post Office
enjoys the monthly delivery of
the Diary.
Ken King’s cat always loves to
have a read of the Diary, and will
be especially interested in our
Pet Special in the centre pages
of this edition.

October power works
By DAVID HOGG

To have your say on what services
you would like to see at the proposed
Eltham area Community Hospital,
go to:
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
hospital

AUSNET have advised that it is
undertaking works in the area to install
leading technology that will reduce the
risk of bushfires.
This is being done as part of a program
it is working on with the Victorian
Government.
Residents will notice drilling at
various sites over the next four months
and the occasional traffic control as
large equipment is moved around.
AusNet have promised to keep us
updated as they visit different sites and

will also be posting information on their
Facebook page.
The Diary understands that the work
involves underground cabling.
The initial program involves:
• Limassol Court Drive, Donvale
until October 8
• Fadaro Cres, Warrandyte South
until October 10
• Blackwood Drive, Wonga Park
from October 7 to October 31
• Oakland Drive, Warrandyte
and Campbell Court, Warrandyte
commencing October 4.

Shire adopts prohibition of fireworks local law
By SUSAN FOREMAN
THE PETS OF Nillumbik will be
cheering as Council announced
that fireworks are to be banned on
private properties in rural areas of
Nillumbik Shire as well as all land
in the townships of St Andrews and
Panton Hill.
The ban comes as Nillumbik
councillors adopted the Prohibition of
Fireworks Local Law at the September
Ordinary Meeting of Council.
The decision follows community
consultation around two options for
a fireworks local law.
During the consultation, submitters
were asked to choose between a
complete ban on fireworks on
private properties in rural areas, or
to introduce the requirement that
private property owners in rural areas
need to apply for a permit to host a
fireworks display, subject to strict
conditions.
Feedback indicated the community

overwhelmingly supported the ban
of fireworks displays on private rural
properties, particularly during the
Fire Danger Period.
Nillumbik Mayor Karen Egan said
Council adopted the law following
considerable community concern
about the impact of fireworks
displays on the Shire’s sensitive rural
environments.
“Our residents are deeply concerned
about the safety of their livestock and
pets as well as the negative effect on
wildlife,” Cr Egan said.
“Community members are also
w or r ie d ab out the p ossibility
fireworks could start a bushfire during
the summer season.”
The new Prohibition of Fireworks
Local Law applies to all properties
outside the Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB) and prohibits the display of
fireworks from any private property
outside of the UGB at any time.
Following consultation, the law

also applies to all land within the
townships of St Andrews and Panton
Hill.
It will not affect popular public
fireworks displays in urban areas such
as those at the Diamond Creek Town
Fair or Eltham Festival.
More than 1,100 residents signed
a petition asking Councillors to stop
fireworks permits from being issued
during the summer bushfire period.
Previously, Council had no role in
issuing permits for fireworks displays
on private land.
Private landowners needed
permission from the Victorian
WorkCover Authority, which issues
licences to qualified pyrotechnic
contractors, and the CFA, which
weighs up the fire risk.
All fireworks are automatically
cancelled on total fire ban days.
The new law is expected to come
into effect this month, before the start
of the Victorian Fire Danger Period.
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Grant awarded to fight deer Landcare focuses on
By SANDI MILLER
THE VICTORIAN Government has
awarded grants of $30,000 to local
Landcare groups to continue their work
in protecting the local environment.
Part of this year’s grants program
is supporting the work of Friends of
Warrandyte State Park and Andersons
Creek Landcare, both member groups
of the Middle Yarra Landcare Network
who received a grant of $10,900.
These groups are working to protect
the last populations of Variable Billybuttons and Musk Daisy-bush from
sambar deer in Warrandyte State Park
and Manningham (see story right).
Sonja Terpstra MP, Member for
E a s t e r n Me t ro p o l i t a n R e g i o n ,
congratulated the successful recipients
of the 2019–20 Victorian Landcare
Grants.
“It is projects like these that make
a significant contribution to both the
environment and the economy,” Ms
Terpstra said.
She said the annual grants program
delivers “critical funding to Landcare
and other environmental volunteer
groups who make significant
contributions to caring for the
environment through on-ground
works, education and capacity building
projects.”
In a statement to the Diary, she said
over the past four years, the Victorian
Government has provided “more
than $149 million to protect Victoria’s
biodiversity, supporting native and
threatened species through a range

of on-ground initiatives and funding”.
Member for Warrandyte, Ryan Smith
said more needs to be done with
respect to deer management.
“A large number of residents have
contacted me in relation to the huge
number of deer in the area, which
is rightly being seen as a danger
to both drivers and our sensitive
environment,” he said.
Mr Smith said he raised the deer
issue with the Environment Minister
Lily d’Ambrosio 10 weeks ago, but has
“yet to receive a response from her
acknowledging the growing problem”.
“With the Minister failing to respond
to my electorate, and with the Deer
Management Strategy update almost
eight months late, it is clear this

concern has not even made it on to
her to-do list.
“Any contribution to our committed
volunteers is welcome, but this
funding is a drop in the ocean when
measured in the context of a problem
that is reaching epic proportions.”
Ms Terpstra said the funding focuses
on protecting and managing a range of
native plants and animals, threatened
s p e c i e s a n d h a b i t a t s t h ro u g h
collaborative planning, increased
engagement and alignment of natural
resources, scientific, educational and
community sectors.
The Christmas Hills Landcare Group
also received $19,000 as part of an
ongoing program to eradicate woody
weeds and to hold a talk to “Learn
About Owls” in the Christmas Hills
area (see story below).
Landcare is a key component of
the Victorian Government’s plan
Protecting Victoria’s Environment —
Biodiversity 2037, which sets out the
strategy to stop the decline of native
plants and animals and ensure the
environment is healthy, valued and
cared for.
M s Te r p t r a c o n v e y e d h e r
congratulations to the grant recipients.
“It is projects like these which make
a significant contribution to both the
environment and the economy.”
She also said investment in Landcare
in the Warrandyte area was important
“so that local communities can enjoy
our precious natural environment for
years to come.”

fencing out the deer

By ARTUR MUCHOW,
Middle Yarra Landcare

EACH YEAR local Landcare groups have
the opportunity to apply for project
funding from the State Government’s
Landcare budget.
This year we are fortunate to have
received nearly $11,000 in total for a
substantial effort to protect specific
native plants badly impacted by the
growth in deer numbers.
The funding will be invested mainly in
fencing material and plants.
This work is designed, in the short
term, to limit sambar deer on Parks
Victoria land and will enlist the support
of Manningham Council.
Deer are browsing, trampling and
rubbing threatened indigenous plants
and their habitat, causing erosion,
preventing natural regeneration and
spreading weeds.
In the longer term we await the new
Victorian Deer Managment Strategy,
now reported as due out later this year
to address the problem at its source.
Friends of Warrandyte State Park

(FOW SP) and Andersons Creek
Landcare, member groups of the Middle
Yarra Landcare Network (MYLN), will
share the funding and co-ordinate
their work to build fences and replant
destroyed species.
Between them, the two groups have
250 volunteer members, many of
whom have special knowledge and
skills to apply across the two Landcare
groups and importantly to share with
all volunteers.
Together they will co-ordinate on all
aspects from planning right through to
monitoring outcomes.
This year’s project will also cater
for volunteers who enjoy particular
activities such as monitoring and plant
identification, especially important in
this project.
There will be plenty of tasks for those
who enjoy being physical, with fence
building a big focus.
We are constantly told by volunteers
that they love the involvement with
Landcare because they are outdoors
doing something to contribute to
preserving the natural habitat, while
meeting new people.
Volunteers of all ages are always
needed, regardless of their experience
level, so please join in.
Andersons Creek Landcare runs on
Wednesdays 10am–12pm and FOWSP
every Thursday 9am–12pm.
C o nt a c t b o t h g rou p s t h rou g h
Facebook to participate either regularly
or occasionally.

Funding for Christmas Launch of Wettenhall signage
Hills Landcare projects
By LYNDA GILBERT, FOWSP
ON THURSDAY, September 19,
Friends Of Warrandyte State Park
(FOWSP) unveiled new interpretive
signage in the Pollinator Garden and
Frogland, at The Pound.
The signage was funded by a grant
from the Wettenhall Environment
Trust, which supports citizen science,
long term flora and fauna conservation
and threatened mammal conservation.
The new signage explains some of
the history of the Frogland project,
its 27-year journey from “weeds to

By DON EVANS
Christmas Hills Landcare

THE CHRISTMAS HILLS Landcare
group received $19,000 in grants
to allow landowners to protect and
respect the local environment.
There are two parts to this project
— the first builds on a long-running
staged program of woody weed
removal in remnant forests on
private land in Christmas Hills that
commenced in 2011.
To date, this program has treated
woody weeds on 50 private properties
covering a total of 669 hectares, and
this new grant will enable us to treat
woody weeds in 99.7 ha of remnant
vegetation on 10 properties.
Complementing woody weed
control works that Melbourne Water
and Parks Victoria are also doing
locally, this work will continue to
improve the quality of our remnant
vegetation, and the function of the
habitat corridor it forms connecting
Kinglake National Park to the Yarra
River corridor and Warrandyte State
Park.
This is all for the benefit of the rich
diversity of flora and fauna Christmas
Hills supports.
The second part to this project also

Example of woody weed: Gorse

builds on a long-running program of
helping local landholders to better
understand, and connect to, the
natural environment of which they
are custodians.
Specifically, this grant will enable
local landholders to learn about the
range of owl species that are believed
to occur in and around Christmas
Hills.
It will do this through a flight display
of live owls that will give landholders
the opportunity to meet some of the
local species face-to-face, coupled
with information on what landholders
can do on their own properties to
support owls.

Photo: SANDI MILLER

wildflowers” and the values it adds to
the Warrandyte State Park.
The concept of the signage was
developed with the kind assistance of
Manningham City Council and Parks
Victoria.
The Council also provided the
individual plant signs which can be
seen in Frogland.
In attendance at the launch was the
Mayor of Manningham City Council,
Paula Piccinini, Cathy Willis and Nigel
Philpott, Parks Victoria staff including
Faye Williams, Area Chief Ranger of the

Northern Melbourne District, Warren
Murphy, Ranger Team Leader and
Ranger Phil Rance — as well as many of
our dedicated FOWSP members.
Speeches by Linda Rogan and Josh
Revell, our nursery manager, were
followed by tours of Frogland and the
Pollinator Garden.
The Pollinator Garden and Frogland
are open to the public and can be found
near the Ranger Station in The Pound.
For further information about this
or other FOWSP activities, please
email: treasurer@fowsp.org.au
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Local park values left vulnerable
By PHILLIP RANCE
Ranger, Parks Victoria

WARRANDYTE is the closest State
Park to Melbourne and offers a great
number of unique activities for
visitors.
The park is a perfect spot for a
bushwalk, picnic, or even bird
watching thanks to its bountiful
wildlife.
Significantly, this park contains
numerous local, regional and statelisted rare and threatened species.
It is home to powerful owls, brushtailed phascogales, swamp wallabies,
platypuses and other iconic Australian
fauna making an appearance for the
patient or accidental observer.
Canoeists and kayakers can explore
the Yarra River through Warrandyte
State Park.
The river twists and winds through

the park and defines so much of
its natural values, creating some
spectacular scener y and views
along its path, particularly around
Warrandyte Gorge.
Sprawling native bushland walks
also showcase the State Park and
its surrounding reserves significant
gold rush heritage which includes
a number of mines and a preserved
miner’s hut.
Some of the infrastructure dates
back over 160 years.
The local Parks Victoria team who
manage the Warrandyte State Park
take great pride in the programs
they run to improve its natural
and cultural values for the benefit
of the environment, visitors and
community.
This work can include weed control,
revegetation, threatened species
conservation activities, improving

recreation areas or working with
volunteers.
T h e Pa r k s V i c t o r i a t e a m a t
Warrandyte can boast significant
connection and emotional investment
in the area, with many having worked
in the park for over two decades.
However, several recent events have
highlighted an increasing frequency
of damage being done to this unique
and beautiful park.
Dumped rubbish, graffiti, illegal
fires, dogs in the park, unlawful
vehicle entry and wilful vandalism to
both nature and infrastructure.
Unfortunately, it has been the latter
where there has been a disturbing rise
in incidences.
In the last few months mineshaft
gates have been vandalised, the
Whipstick Gully interpretive signs and
quarry wall graffitied, and significant
trees ringbarked and others cut down.

Damaging trees can have negative
effects beyond the health of the
environment.
Sick or dying trees can present a
very real safety risk, dropping limbs or
falling without warning and causing
significant destruction in the process.
One of the most disappointing
incidents has involved the destruction
of a very important biodiversity fence.
This fence was constructed in
conjunction with the Friends of
Warrandyte State Park, Middle Yarra
Landcare Network, Parks Victoria
and was funded by the Department
of Environment Land Water and
Planning.
These biodiversity fences play a
critical role in protecting vulnerable
native plant species that have all but
disappeared from the surrounding
landscape.
Biodiversity fences are crucial for

protecting and managing these plants.
However, twice in the last month
large sections of the fence have
been destroyed, rendering it useless
as a protective measure for these
threatened species.
T h e t e a m a t Pa r k s V i c t o r i a
Warrandyte passionately work to
conserve and improve the local
environment, and to provide special
places for visitors and the community
to enjoy.
But the reality is that illegal activity
diverts critical resources away from
park improvement programs to the
detriment of all our work in preserving
this park for all of us to enjoy.
If anyone witnesses or has any
information regarding illegal
activity in the park, please make a
report to Parks Victoria on 13 1963 or
www.parkweb.vic.gov.au

Get out amongst our bird life... and count
By SANDI MILLER
THE ARRIVAL of spring means warmer
weather across Australia.
Birds reappear from their winter
hideaways, which means it is time for
the annual BirdLife Australia Aussie
Backyard Bird Count from October
21–27.
Warrandyte residents are in an
enviable position to be able to see
the wealth of birdlife that inhabit our
state park.
With the Bureau of Meteorology
forecasting warmer than normal
spring temperatures, BirdLife Australia
is predicting a record-breaking count
in one of Australia’s largest citizen
science projects.
“Spring is always an exciting time for
bird watchers in Australia, not only
because it brings an abundance of bird
life but it also signals the return of the
popular Aussie Backyard Bird Count,”
Photo: GREGORY COONGHE

“Chief Bird Nerd” Sean Dooley said.
“Australians will begin to see, and
hear, a range of birds returning to their
backyards over the coming months,
making it the perfect time of year to
count,” he added.
Local Warrandyte photographers
have had a chance to show off their
encounters with our colourful and
sometimes unusual flock.
Seasoned photographers and happy
snappers alike have been posting some
stunning images to the Warrandyte
Nature Facebook page, including some
of the small selection seen below.
Waterbirds, parrots and birds of prey
just some of the amazing feathered
friends posted to the page.
Angela Rowlands, a local resident and
a passionate wildlife photographer,
reported her rare find to the Dairy — a
pair of Boobook Owls (pictured right).
“I have been exploring Warrandyte

State Park now for the last few years
and thought you might be as excited
as I am in a recent spotting a of pair
of thriving Boobook Owls,” she said.
Even if you don’t have a camera, you
can report your bird count to Birdlife
Australia, either through their website
or using their smartphone app.
The Aussie Bird Count app allows
you to take part anywhere — not just
backyards, but in local parks, botanical
gardens, schoolyards or beaches —
wherever you might see birds.
The national total will be updated in
real time, and the app allows you to
see which species are being counted
in your local area.
So, get out, about, and count those
birds.
Register now at:
aussiebirdcount.org.au
and discover the birds in your
backyard.

Photo: ANGELA ROWLANDS

Photo: CHERIE MOSELEN

Great Time
NOW for
Spring Planting

373 Ringwood-Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte

GIFT SHOP
has new stock
arriving daily
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Honours for three more local women
By SANDI MILLER and
VAL POLLEY
INVESTITURES were conducted
during September for the Order of
Australia and Public Service Medal
awards, which were announced
as part of the most recent Queen’s
Birthday honours.
On top of the recipients mentioned
in the July edition of the Dairy, three
prominent locals were among the
recipients of honours.
Dr Lindy Lumsden PSM
From North Warrandyte, Dr Lindy
Lumsden, was recognised for her
outstanding public service to the
conservation of native wildlife in
Victoria.
Most notably, Dr Lumsden is known
for her work with bats.
Lumsden is passionate about
changing people’s attitudes towards
bats, which she says are a poorly
understood group of native fauna.
She delivers large numbers of
presentations to community groups
and university students and runs
courses and field days on the
conservation of bats — over the
last 20 years she has averaged 25
presentations per year.
As Principal Research Scientist
in Wildlife Ecology at the Arthur
Rylah Institute of the Department
of Environment, Land, Water and

Planning in Victoria, Dr Lumsden’s
dedicated and committed service
to wildlife conservation has been
instrumental in the understanding
and preservation of threatened fauna.
Dr Lumsden’s research is providing
important new insights into how to
help these species survive and
flourish in native forests in the face
of increased bushfire risk and ongoing
logging.
Dr Rebecca Kogios PSM
Another local recipient was Wonga
Park resident Dr Rebecca Kogios.
She was honoured for outstanding
public service to forensic science and
public administration in support of
community safety in Victoria.
Dr Kogios has initiated and led
large scale reforms, including cultural
and strategic change management
programs in the Forensic Services
department at Victoria Police.
Dr Kogios’ commendation noted
her “leadership in driving excellence
and innovation continues to have a
direct and positive impact on frontline
policing”, as well as contributing,
through science, to the reduction in
the crime rate across Victoria.
As the first female Executive Director
of the Victoria Police Forensic Services
Department, she oversees more
than 500 staff to process more than
75,000 requests annually, making the

department one of the largest forensic
science service providers in Australia.
Dr Kogios is passionate about the
capacity of forensic science to support
robust investigative outcomes and
contribute to a safer community for
all Victorians
Mrs Audrey Drechsler OAM
Also recognised was Mrs Audrey
Drechsler who received an OAM
for service to agriculture and the
community.
Although she now lives in Sedgwick,
in northern Victoria, she was a longtime resident of Warrandyte and
former owner of the Warrandyte
Bakery.
She was the daughter of James and
Ida Walsh who ran the bakery during
the years of the depression and WW2
and up to 1951.
She enjoyed her childhood and
attended the old stone Warrandyte
State School No 12.
She has a fund of stories about
growing up in Warrandyte, exploring
the bush, falling down mines,
camping and canoeing on the river.
When the family moved away due
to her father’s ill health, Audrey went
too.
She worked and travelled widely
both in Australia and overseas.
After her father died in 1966, she
and her mother returned to their

Warrandyte residence.
She then stood for the legislative
seat of Evelyn which included North
Warrandyte.
While campaigning she met the DLP
candidate for Bendigo, Bill Drechsler
whom she married.
She moved to his sheep property
at Sedgewick where she has lived
ever since.
Audrey continued to own and lease
the Warrandyte bakehouse and
residence, which gave her funds to
undertake tasks around the property
including restoration of the 1856
homestead.
Audrey undertook a lot of work on
the Sedgewick farm, raising vealers,
acting as rouseabout and running
the business affairs of the enterprise.
She was involved in many
community and agricultural activities
in the district such as the Country
Women’s Association, school councils
and Landcare.
Audrey still keeps in touch with
Warrandyte.
She visits when she can, participates
in school reunions, attends Historical
Society events and reads Warrandyte
Diary.
She retains a keen interest in it all.
At 86 she is a wonderful
example of those earlier residents
who contributed so much to the

community well-being of the town.
Worthy recipients
Australian Governor General Sir
Peter Cosgrove said regardless of
whether the recipients were well
known in the community, “they are all
wonderful people and are all worthy
of recognition and celebration”.
“I encourage all Australians, if ever
you see someone with an Order of
Australia lapel badge, or see an Order
of Australia post nominal after their
name, to recognise that the person
is extraordinary and has served their
community and nation.
“And if, in doing so, you think of
someone you know that is similar
then consider nominating them for
an award so that they too can be
celebrated.
“It is great that the overall number
of nominations and upward
trend of Australian women being
acknowledged through the Honours
system continues to grow.
“We would all welcome higher
recognition of magnificent Australian
women.”
Anyone can nominate any
Australian for an award in the Order
of Australia.
If you know someone worthy,
nominate them now at
www.gg.gov.au.
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Community Spirit alive in Warrandyte
By DEE DICKSON,
Warrandyte Community Bank
WE LIVE IN a fast-paced world.
Many of us are too busy to stop and
help a friend or stranger in need.
A resilient and strong community has
citizens actively engaged; knowing that
care and volunteering are the life blood
of its beating heart.
Not for profit organisations could
not be sustained if it weren’t for the
support of volunteers.
The Warrandyte Community Bank
works very closely with community
groups and not for profit organisations,
providing financial support via its
yearly Community Investment
Program.
Its volunteer Board of Directors
see first-hand the good work being
undertaken by volunteers in our
community and the directors want
to shine a spotlight on those working
behind the scenes, with this award.
The values of community spirit
include, but are not limited to, the work
or activities of a volunteer or volunteer
organisation that demonstrate:
• Generosity in volunteer time and
commitment.
• Vision and high or transformative
impact.
• Effectiveness and achievements
— such as funds raised and
effective use such as infrastructure
(i.e. buildings) and equipment
(vehicles), community safety,

•
•
•

•
•
•

educational impact or contributing
to community wellness and
welfare.
Activity occurring over a sustained
period.
Belief in the value of volunteering.
Leadership in the community
(i.e. the volunteers themselves
have developed and gained
experience) or demonstrated
effectiveness as a team.
Ability to inspire others (especially
towards volunteering).
Innovation and creativity in design
and approach.
Reliability, flexibility,
professionalism, initiative and
fairness.

In 2018, it was awarded to the Fireball
committee.
For the 2019 edition, 10 very worthy
local volunteers were nominated for
the Community Spirit Award and the
following two have been shortlisted for
community vote:
Maxine Rosewall
Maxine, a lifelong resident in our
community, has been a wildlife carer
for more than 20 years; a voluntary role
with no government funding.
She rescues and rehabilitates wildlife
and has a special passion for birds of
prey.
Without funding, expenses come
straight from Maxine’s own pocket and
she is on call 24/7.
Maxine is also an active member

of Help for Wildlife, a State-wide
volunteer organisation and charity.
Humbled by the nomination, Maxine
expressed her reluctance to accept
the shortlisting and progress to the
next stage.
In the words of her nominator Sue
Kirwan, Maxine has a strong sense of
community, is a lifelong resident of
the shire and has been a volunteer in a
number of local charity groups.
She is dedicated, ethical and
compassionate.
Louise Callaghan
Louise (picutred above with her
mother) works tirelessly on many
charitable fronts but her most recent
local efforts have produced much
needed funds for the Wonga Park CFA.
Aptly named, Women’s Local Day
Out the event proved to be a great
fund raiser for the brigade with local
women and businesses networking,
whilst having a fun day.
It is a huge organisational effort and
the outcomes have been fantastic for
the Wonga Park community.
Louise has such a caring and energetic
passion for helping people both in her
professional and philanthropic efforts.
Louise runs a monthly program
called WomenWalk through Fitted
For Work, an organisation which

helps disadvantaged women get back
into work.
“ We w a l k w i t h w o m e n w h o
have experienced considerable
disadvantage, allowing them to feel
supported and that they belong to a
community; it’s very inspiring,” Louise
said.
As is often the case with not-forprofits, funding is tight and resources
stretched.
“We are looking for more volunteer
support walkers to build this program…
and cash.
“The next stage is hiking overnight,”
Louise added.
With husband Mick, Louise offers
a yearly award to a Melba College
Year 11 student who has experienced
hardship.

The student is nominated by teaching
staff, after being observed to have
lifted, got themselves going again, is
engaged and doing well.
“It is named the Pat Callaghan
Encouragement Award in memory of
our gorgeous son,” Louise said.
In the words of her nominator, Louise
is an inspiration to all who encounter
her, and has a determination to get
things done.
She is caring, enthusiastic and
practical.
Get voting
Voting opened on October 2 and
closes on October 30.
The community is invited to vote
for their preferred Community Spirit
Award winner by either dropping into
the Warrandyte Community Bank
Branch, 144 Yarra St, Warrandyte or
voting online.
A link can be found on the bank’s
Facebook page.
The recipient of the 2019 Community
Spirit Award will be announced at the
Warrandyte Community Bank Branch
AGM on Monday, November 11, 2019.
Volunteers are people who work for
others selflessly, who will you give
your vote to?

To cast your vote head to
facebook.com/
WarrandyteCommunityBank
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Greta the great and the climate movement
green edge
By CHARLOTTE STERRETT
WarrandyteCAN

LAST MONTH’S CLIMATE strike was
the biggest in history, with over four
million people striking worldwide.
Led by students from over 163
countries in over 2,500 strikes
worldwide.
In Australia, at least 300,000
protested, with estimates of 150,000
people in Melbourne.
A year ago, this number would have
seemed impossible.
A year ago, 15-year-old student
Greta Thunberg took time off school
to demonstrate outside the Swedish
Parliament, holding up a sign calling
for stronger climate action.
And so began similar protests by
students in their own communities
under the name “Fridays for Future”.
After Thunberg addressed the 2018
United Nations Climate Change
Conference, student strikes took place
every week somewhere in the world.
Thunberg — the hero of the climate

movement — has experienced a
meteoric rise.
Since the initial strike, she has spoken
at climate rallies in Helsinki, Brussels
and London, and attended the United
Nations COP24 in Katowice, Poland,
where she addressed the SecretaryGeneral and made a plenary speech
that went viral.
This year, she was invited to
the World Economic Forum in
Davos, was featured on the cover
of Time magazine, and last month
sailed from Europe to New York to
attend the UN Climate Action Summit,
where her impassioned speech “How
Dare You?” went viral.
Greta is not loved by everyone
however, and how could she be?
When a young woman speaks the
truth to those in power, they feel
threatened and go on the attack.
And even though Greta is a child,
the attacks have been merciless,
with right-leaning media outlets like
Fox in the US and The Australian
here in Australia calling her actions
embarrassing and hysterical.
Even worse, commentators like
Andrew Bolt denigrate her because she
has Asperger’s Syndrome.
Even our own Prime Minister’s
response to Greta and the student-led
climate movement is deplorable, with
Scott Morrison declaring the climate
change debate is subjecting Australian
children to “needless anxiety”.
I would argue that this anxiety is
indeed warranted given the absence
of climate policy in this country, and
the ever more dire warnings about the

Greta Thunberg

Global Climate Strike Melbourne

climate crisis.
Indeed, the latest IPCC report on
oceans and the cryosphere released
on September 25 found that climate
change is devastating our seas and
frozen regions as never before.
“The blue planet is in serious danger
right now, suffering many insults from
many different directions and it’s our
fault,” said Dr Jean-Pierre Gattuso, a
co-ordinating lead author of the report.
So, why are many white, older men
like Morrison, Trump and others
triggered by what Greta and other
children have to say?
Is it because they don’t like change,
are reactionary and defensive?
Is it because they like to think
narrowly to make their conservatism

easier to swallow?
Perhaps, at the heart of it, it’s because
these children speak the truth.
Those in power are actively stealing
children’s dreams and their futures.
They deny this truth so they can
stay wrapped in the warm blanket of
conservatism, like an almost religious
comfort to enjoy the status quo,
without the burden of guilt.
Charlotte Sterrett is a member
of lo cal climate action group
WarrandyteCAN.
Ifyou’dliketobecomeaclimatechange
hero, join us. We’re on Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/warrandytecan.
Warran dy teC AN re c omm en ds
readers view this video of Greta

at the UN Climate Action Summit
(https ://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TMrtLsQbaok).
It is very powerful and confronting,
but encapsulates the hopes and fears
of our children.
If, like millions of other people, you
are moved by what you see, join the
fight to save our planet and all its
inhabitants.

Photo: Greta Thunberg by ANDERS
HELLBERG Wikimedia Commons (c)
https///commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File/Greta_Thunberg_4.
Photo: Global Climate Strike by
NATHAN Wikimedia Commons (c)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Global_Climate_Strike_in_
Melbourne_(48773214311).jpg.

All Aboriginal knowledge served ecological purposes
Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
IN WESTERN society, totemism is not
well understood.
It is seen to not conform to the
canons of empirical science and
so tends to be dismissed as just a
set of superstitious beliefs held by
“primitive” people.
However, at its core, Australian
Aboriginal totems can be seen as
symbols of ecological relationship.
Whilst my knowledge of totems
could easily be printed on the head
of a pin, I have come to realise that
the Aboriginal totem system was in
fact the world’s first computer system.
Like all computers it is a binary
mat r i x , a n d t h rou g h t h i s, a l l
Aboriginal knowledge is related and
integrated.
This can be noticed most clearly
when looking at the Skin Totem
system, which determines social
structure and family relationships.
All tribes throughout Australia were
first divided into two halves called
“moieties”.
The two moieties were then divided
into four quarters called “skin groups”.

Each of these four skin groups had
a binary relationship with each of the
other three.
These pairings represented the
father-child, mother-child, and
husband-wife relationships, and
were repeated over a three generation
cycle.
This division into halves or moieties
was fundamental to Aboriginal
thought systems and was applied
universally to both the living and
non-living worlds.
This is because everything with a
form is seen to possess a life essence
or spirit.
This split into dualities or
complementar y opposites, for
instance included day and night,
thunder and lightning, wind and rain,
and suchlike, so that the two moieties
reflected and maintained the balance
of nature.
This splitting of reality into
complementary opposites is quite
similar to the Taoist concepts of Yin
and Yang, with which people are
usually more familiar.
In a quite fundamental way Yin and
Yang are both totems, yet Taoism is
regarded as a fully fledged religion.
In Australia, the totems most
commonly representing these two
halves of reality are Black Cockatoo

and White Cockatoo.
In some areas of southeast Australia,
roughly between Melbourne and
Sydney, these moiety division totems
are Eagle and Crow.
Within this moiety system,
everything is balanced between
the two halves and every species is
therefore protected.
For instance, brush-tailed possum,
red kangaroo, frill-necked lizard
and shark might belong to Black
Cockatoo.
This would be balanced by ringtailed possum, grey kangaroo,
stumpy-tailed lizard and barracuda
belonging to White Cockatoo.
This division included every single
species, even insects.
Nobody was allowed to hunt or
kill any animal in their own moiety,
because they are your spirit cousins,
so under this system, no species could
ever be hunted to extinction.
If a par ticular creature was
endangered, it would be made a
clan or tribe totem, so then nobody
could hunt it.
Each individual totem had a matrix
of connections both within and
across the moiety divisions.
A totem can therefore at the same
time represent an animal, a person,
a family, a clan, a constellation,

a weather pattern, a reciprocal
relationship, an abstract idea and,
most importantly, an ecological
relationship.
As w ell as knowledge being
integrated through the totem system
to ensure ecological balance, each
totem could also have a more
metaphoric meaning.
For instance, Eagle represents
power, Crow means wisdom, Owl
means death, Turtle means age, and
Bees mean youth and so on.
This means that a metaphoric
subtext is often embedded in what
might at first appear to be a simple
story.
For instance, the story might be
about an Eagle killing a Crow to take
his tree.
However, the Crow then comes back
to life so Eagle agrees to share the tree.
In a metaphoric sense, the story
says that in the short-term power can
overcome wisdom, but wisdom can
never truly die, so power and wisdom
must balance each other.
Power must be used with wisdom
and with wisdom comes power.
The story also conveys the message
that as part of a greater ecology,
human relationships also have to be
in balance.
Totems therefore provide an

integrating and synthesising system
to all Aboriginal knowledge.
This is starkly different to western
thinking in particular.
Western thinking is
compartmentalised into separate
sciences or study areas, such as
astronomy, meteorology, biology,
botany, ecology, psychology, art,
history, religion, sociology and so
forth.
This compartmentalisation of
knowledge in western thinking tends
to lead to de-contextualisation.
Aboriginal people therefore refer to
Europeans as “knowledge splitters”
where specialist knowledge is in
danger of becoming divorced from
practical reality and even common
sense.
The totem system therefore provides
an ecological context to all knowledge,
and Aboriginal people see themselves
as “knowledge bundlers” rather than
“knowledge splitters”.
H o w e v e r, t h i s t o t e m - b a s e d
knowledge is not static.
T h e D re a m i n g i s s e e n a s a
reservoir of all knowledge that has
not yet been found, so this helped
ensure that traditional Aboriginal
society continued to adapt, with
new knowledge constantly being
incorporated into the totemic system.
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Wait for it… here we go… Network success
much ado
By KATRINA BENNETT
MY GOOGLE Calendar informs me
there are 30 days in September, but if
you listen to Mike Brady there is only
one day I’ll want to remember.
Do I really want to listen to a man
who also wants me to get in there and
fight?
Probably.
It just so happens that yet another lot
of school holidays fall in September.
Fighting is surely the order of the
day?
Let us chart a typical day in the
September holidays.
You wake up and it’s warm and
sunny, by the time the offspring wake
up, clouds have formed, the wind has
sprung up and for goodness sake it’s
started to pour with rain.
Excellent, we are now all trapped
inside.
Wait for it… here we go…
“Mum, he just used all the milk so
I can’t eat breakfast — I’m starving.”
Door slams.
Looks like I won’t be eating either.
Different door gets banged.
Wait for it… here we go…
“Mum, she’s just gone into the
shower, I wanted a shower”.
Of course you do.
You haven’t wanted to for the last
three days whenever I’ve asked you
to, but now that one of the three
showers in the house is occupied, it’s
imperative that you wash.
And apparently it has to be that
shower.
Distressed screaming spews forth
from a bedroom.
Wait for it… here we go…
“Mum, he’s stolen my phone charger”.
Really? A day ago, I had a charger
and a fully functioning pair of earbuds.
Currently, I possess an empty wall
socket and a white cord that has the
left ear bud hanging on by the merest
of threads whilst the right one is MIA.
As the caterwauling increases, my
one manky earbud that’s hanging on
by a wire fails to block out the incessant
noise adequately enough.

I devise an escape plan.
With all of them too busy hissing at
each other to notice me, I grab the car
keys and sneak out to the garage.
Except, where there is meant to be
a car, there is large empty car sized
space.
School holidays — car service — of
course.
Shoulders slumped, I drag my
defeated butt back into the house and
commit the most fatal of parenting
fails.
“If you lot don’t stop fighting, I’m
banning all electronic devices”.
Wait for it … here we go …
Complete silence as three sets of
eyes unite, turn and bore into me like
laser beams.
It’s only 9am.
It’s only day one.
It’s not the first time that I wished I
drank coffee.
Or gin.
Or the perfect combo of the two.
Espresso martinis.
Backing away from the combined
advancing force of three wi-fi-less
teenagers, I feebly offer up a packet of
Uno cards and my treasured childhood
limited Australian edition Monopoly
set, complete with Bourke Street before
it was a Mall and Telecom before it
became Telstra.
By some unspoken sibling super
power, they have me surrounded,
pluck Monopoly from my trembling
grip and start to set up the board on
the breakfast-less dining room table.
Game on.
I’m ready to get in there and fight, fly
like an angel and show them my might.
I’m not called Cazaly for nothing.
I dazzle my treasured offspring
with my entrepreneurial 1980s
property developer style, snapping
up properties, building houses and
opening up the odd hotel.
Too busy congratulating myself on
using the experience that only comes
with being on the earth longer than all
three of them combined, I make the
typical Gen-X mistake and ignore the
crumbling infrastructure.
I have failed to invest in the utilities
and railway stations.
My portfolio slumps.
I find myself trapped like a commuter

2020 visions
LOCAL NATURE photographer, Denise
Illing each year produces a calendar
featuring the wildlife of Warrandyte.
The 2020 edition is heading out to the
printers and will be available to purchase
at the start of November, in time to send as
gifts to friends and family overseas.
It is available from several locations
around Warrandyte, including the Post
Office, the Berry Farm and rivvaPT.
It includes handy local reminders about
local events, like the Market, the Festival
and Diary publication dates.
Denise produces a limited print run, so
make sure you get in quick so you don’t
miss out.

approaching Hoddle Street on the
Eastern Freeway at 8:30 in the morning.
A few more poor rolls of the dice and
I’m in and out of jail often enough that
I could be cast for a recurring role in
Wentworth.
Filing for bankruptcy, I realise I’m
not called Cazaly at all and the crowd
is definitely not on my side.
Without me to gang up on, the
teenagers turn on each other.
The noise gets louder and louder.
“If you lot don’t stop fighting, I’m
returning all electronic devices”.
Wait for it… here it comes…
High fives all round and “Hey, have
you seen the latest skittles Tik-Tok?,”
as they clamber around each other’s
phones.
Walking out the door to embark on
my seven-kilometre round trip to IGA
to get milk for my breakfast, it strikes
me that Mike Brady was both right
and wrong.
There really is that one day in
September, but I truly do not want to
remember it.
My Google calendar was also correct
about there being 30 days, thankfully
only half off them are in the school
holidays.

By JAMES POYNER
HARNESSING LOCAL net works
to build better relationships whilst
raising money for a good cause
is becoming a bit of a Warrandyte
tradition.
The last Friday in August saw
the inaugural event for the latest
philanthropic networking project to
join the list of events such as Fireball
and Womens’ Local Day Out.
The League of Gentlemen saw 150
local men attend the inaugural men’s
networking charity lunch at Potters
Cottage on August 31.
Event co-organiser Joel Gniel spoke
to the Diary about the motivation
behind the event.
“Over the last five years I have
watched a few of my mates struggle
with isolation as they focus on their
family and their careers, and not a
whole lot else.
“The day was about bringing
together local guys to connect.
“I wanted to create an event that
was firstly an outlet and could then
help build that first step in connecting
people with other people in the local
community”.
Over a three-course lunch, guests
were treated to a panel discussion
on the different aspects of footy with
Tony Shaw, Mark Knight & Lachie
O’Brien and emcee Brodie Holland.
Followed by a moving story by
inspirational speaker Simon Waring,
who shared his heart wrenching story
about the loss of his wife, and then
four weeks later his son, to cancer.
Simon’s talk focuses on how that
period was a wake-up call to stop
trying to be the cardboard cut-out
male provider and to start focusing on
Photos: SANDI MILLER

Kicking goals for Challenge

Simon Waring addressing the group

the important details — whether that’s
our own mental and physical health,
or that of those around us.
The benefactor for the inaugural
lunch was Challenge, a charity
very close to the heart of League of
Gentlemen organisers husband and
wife team Joel and Kate Gniel.
The Gniels face their own battle with
devastating disease, as they watch
their youngest son, Harvey, battle
leukaemia.
It is because of charities like
Challenge, that families like the
Gniel are able to remain strong in
difficult times.
“We have been on the receiving end
of the community support and warm
embrace that we felt over our journey
with Harvey.
“We wanted to use some of that
energy to try to raise money for a
really good cause,” said Joel.
League of Gentlemen were raising
money towards a new house being
built by Challenge near Healesville,
where families of kids with cancer can
go for some much needed rest and
recuperation — a mini-break — which
families in these situations cannot
normally afford due to expensive
medical bills.
Through silent and live auctions,
with thanks to the events generous
sponsors, League of Gentlemen were
able to raise $38,000 which will go
towards annual maintenance of the
Challenge retreat.
T h e s e p ro c e e d s w i l l e n a b l e
approximately 45 families to stay at
Challenge’s family retreat next year.
With the event marked a roaring
success, the League of Gentlemen
team are now planning their next
fundraiser, for August 2020.
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Injecting personality into discarded furniture
By JO FRENCH
OLD WOODEN furniture can be one of
the first things to be thrown out when
a spring-cleaning frenzy hits.
In our throwaway society, where
new decor is just a click away, nature
strips and op shops are bursting with
old furniture, in good condition, just
calling for some creativity to give it a
new life.
Skilled colour consultant and paint
mixologist Melissa Harris recently
found inspiration in the Rotary
Op Shop after school drop-off one
morning.
Wandering through the collection of
second-hand furniture, Melissa spied
two old bedside tables, undamaged
but needing some attention, with a
$5 price tag.
As ideas sprang to life she loaded

the tables in her car and headed back
to her workshop where, with some
minimal preparation, clever brush
strokes and fabulous colour choices,
the tables were transformed into
statement pieces that now sit in her
home, bringing colour and texture to
a bedroom.
Four years ago Melissa started
her home based business, Urban
Reusables, from a strong passion to
see tired, old, brown wooden furniture
reworked.
Melissa grew up in London
surrounded by paint swatches, floor
samples and fabrics of all colours and
textures.
“My mother was an interior designer,”
said Melissa, “and that’s where I
developed my eye for it.”
Soon after completing her first design
course she discovered her love for

transforming surfaces with painted
finishes.
Melissa now transforms wooden
furniture, often destined for landfill,
into colourful stylish creations.
“Every home needs a piece of
furniture with a bit of colour, a bit of
age, a bit of texture,” says Melissa.
“So many homes are generic, they are
the same colour throughout and they
lack warmth and soul — styled to the
nines, but with no character.
“Colour allows you to express
yourself, it shows individuality, so
don’t be afraid of it.”
As the name suggests, Urban
Reusables is all about re-using in a
predominantly throwaway society,
where many usable items are discarded
when fashion trends move on.
Melissa is passionate about doing
her bit to save wooden furniture from

landfill.
Many of the pieces Melissa has
reworked were found on nature strips.
“I’ve come across a few amazing
finds; it’s unbelievable what people
throw away — unbelievable!”
Melissa only uses low VOC acrylic
products, so no nasty oils and she likes
to “keep it local” with locally produced,
Haymes Soft Chalk paint.
“Upcycle, recycle, I don’t buy new.
“I don’t buy new knobs, and don’t
use embellishments.
“I’m all about reusing what I have
– I might swap things around, paint
things.
“It’s a good cause, it’s a fun thing to
do and it keeps things moving.”
If you have a piece of furniture hiding
in your garage that you can’t part with,
perhaps from an inheritance, but
don’t know how to incorporate it in

your home, Melissa is happy to chat
about ideas.
Though it can be hard to paint over
antiques and some pieces of beautiful
old furniture, she feels they are better
restyled and used every day rather than
being hidden in a garage.
Judith Lightfoot from the Rotary Op
Shop says lots of good furniture comes
in that can be reused, so perhaps it is
time to have a good look there before
you rush out to buy something new,
you can then drop it off to Urban
Reusables and have it transformed to
suit you and your home.
Or have a go yourself, you might be
pleasantly surprised.
You can find Urban Reusables online
at: www.urbanreusables.com
Or contact Melissa:
urbanreusablesfurniture@gmail.com
After

Before

Photos: MELISSA HARRIS

Spot the difference: Mellissa turns dusty
drawers into fabulous furniture.
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On wildflowers and bees
nature

By IAN HAWKINS
HAVE YOU BEEN out and about lately?
What have you seen?
Have you ever seen those fenced
areas in bushland reserves?
Now’s the time to peer through the
wire and you might spot something
interesting.
I am of course talking about the
breath-taking display of wildflowers.
It’s like a biological trade show out
there, with every plant plying its wares
to prospective customers.
One of my favourite sights of spring
is seeing a mass flowering of Chocolate
Lily, with their wonderful purple
flowers and delicious chocolatey
fragrance.
Some might go so far as to call a mass
flowering a “choir”.
Blessed are we to live with such
beauty!
With the Chocolate Lilies generally
occupying drier sites, a niche is left for
the Bulbine Lily to take slightly moister
areas — holding many yellow flowers.
Others still have extra tricks up
their sleeve, such as Trigger plants
(Stylidium spp.).
As the unwary bee digs right into the
middle of the flower, they eventually
hit a “trigger” within the flower, setting
off an arm that swings around and
whacks a big ol’ sack of pollen on the
back of said bee.
A bit of careful manoeuvring with a
stiff bit of grass can fool the fooler —
much to my delight.
Looking around the floral landscape,
it may strike you that a great number of
flowers are shades of yellow and blue.
Why might that be?
It is most definitely not solely for
our enjoyment, but for garnering the
attention of a pollinator.

Some may be specifically attracting
one pollinator, whilst others may be
open to a visit from anyone.
Imagine if you could see ultra violet
light?
Might the world look a little different?
I dare say that flowers would look a
little different.
There is a whole spectrum of visual
clues we humans miss out on that
other organisms such as insects and
birds tune into.
The great diversity in flowers is a
direct result of the way pollinators,
especially bees, see the world.
I’m sure many readers are aware
of the importance of bees in the
environment, and the potential
consequences of their loss due to the
global biodiversity crisis.
D r i l l i n g a l i t t l e d e e p e r, b e e
conservation at a local level looks
a little different here than it does
overseas.
We are very lucky to not have
the destructive varroa mite here
in Australia, and we potentially do
not have same over-use issues with
neonicotinoid insecticide that other
countries do, so European honey bees
are quite fine here.
But have you ever seen a little blue
bee?
Or another little bee that doesn’t look
like your standard bee?
These are our native bees which are
generally smaller and solitary.
Rather than living in a hive, many
native bees, such as the blue banded
bee, lay a single egg, with a little
smidgen of honey into a small hole,
either in the mud or an old dead tree.
These native bees are where we
should direct our efforts.
How can you help?
Here’s a few things you can do:
1. Get the Pollinator & beneficial
insect guide from the Port Phillip
& Westernport Catchment
Management Authority.

Photo: ANTHEA LORD / FOURTH HILL CAMERA WORKSHOP

2. Make and maintain a bee hotel/
bug pad.
It is vital that if you make a bee
hotel, you make some effort to
maintain it.
3. Maintain standing dead trees, after
taking safety considerations into
account.
4. Plant and protect native
wildflowers.
5. If you are a bee keeper, register
your hive with department of
agriculture, learn how to spot
varroa mite and stay aware of any
varroa arrival in Australia.

For next month’s edition, please send
in any question you might have about
the environment in Warrandyte and
I’ll do my best to answer.
magpieecology@gmail.com
Happy wildflowers Warrandyte!

Chocolate Lily

Photo: JODI O’KEEFE

Photo: IMOGEN MAGILTON

Twining Fringe Lily

Photo: DEBBIE FIORENZA

Wax Lip Orchid

Photo: EILISH KELLY
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Kids in the kitchen… garden
gardening
By KATHY GARDINER
SCHOOL HOLIDAYS — kids, parents,
grandparents and carers spending
quality time together.
And with this glorious weather,
hopefully everyone is outside enjoying
the joys of nature.
My daughter is one of the teachers
for Jamie Oliver’s Cooking classes
and today headed off with tubs of
fresh vegetables, cutting boards, mini
knives and graters for her prep kids to
learn cooking.
I know most of the schools and
kinders in the area have their own
vegetable gardens set up.
Some even have their own chickens
and run cooking and gardening
sessions in association with the
Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
Foundation.
What a wonderful community we
live in where our junior members
are surrounded with such great
opportunities to learn more about
the food they eat and where it comes
from.
Simply by going outside with kids we
can see what a positive effect it has.
You can wander by the river, have a
picnic, go for a walk along one of the
nature trails, smell wildflowers (the
Chocolate Lilies are amazing this time
of year), or simply watch the clouds
pass overhead.
Learning with mud pies
But getting your hands dirty in the
garden is what a lot of children really
enjoy doing.
Playing with mud, hoses and

watering cans.
Especially if adults give up some
of their time to encourage and teach
or maybe even learn together with
the kids.
I like to think that I have encouraged
my own kids (and others) to spend
time to just wander around the garden
and smell, listen and look.
To find peace.
I think I might have succeeded
as now my daughter is growing
mushrooms in her upstairs kitchen
and actively part of local food swaps
and community vegetable markets.
We need to teach our kids about
Mother Nature.
How to listen to her breathing.
To learn about the seasons and the
rhythm of nature.
We need to tread lightly and respect
our environment.
We need to be aware and make our
children aware about climate change.
I believe the more our kids learn
about our connection with the Earth
and its natural rhythms the better
equipped they will be for the future.
Teach them about seasonal changes
and all the mysterious things that
happen in the garden and relate that
to themselves.
By doing so, we are providing them
with tools to make them more aware,
caring and considerate people.
Seedlings in egg-shells, egg boxes,
planting seeds in trays, cuttings
wrapped in soil in Glad wrap, sprouts
in cotton wool on the window sill,
mushrooms in a box, plants from pips,
sprouting new plants from old.
Planting directly into the garden
or sowing seeds or buying seedlings
and watching grasping tendrils climb
towards the sun.
Collecting rain.

Looking at sundials.
Learning about worms, bees, bugs,
caterpillars and wasps.
Nurturing the tiny seedlings and
seeds.
To encourage things to grow...
The colour purple
October is a flurry of activity in the
garden.
Everything is growing all at once,
and quickly.
You turn your back and the onion
weed and oxalis is as high as your
knee.
My favourites in the garden are
the bearded irises and the tangling
mounds of hardenbergia.
The austral indigo is a swath of
mauve, as is the native hibiscus
Alyogyne huegelii.
I love the colour purple in the
Warrandyte garden.
It is such a beautiful contrast to the
greys of the local gums.
Brachyscome Break of Day tumbles
down the rock walls, Jacaranda,
lavenders, polygalas, Prostanthera
ovalifolia (commonly called Mint
Bush) and the many varieties of
Salvia, “Waverley” being one of the old
dependable, though “Mystic Spires” is
close on its heels for me.
Society Garlics and violets and
westringia “Blue Gem”.
Don’t forget now is the time to gently
prune your Australian natives as they
finish flowering.
The grevilleas have finished their
first flush, as have callistemons and
leucadendrons.
Continue feeding fuschias,
hydrangeas and roses, azaleas,
camellias and rhododendrons.
Inside and out
Now is also a beautiful time to repot

your indoor plants.
Another lovely little job to do with
the kids.
Make sure you use good quality
potting mix, preferably one with good
drainage and extra nutrients added
— or add a little liquid fertiliser after
planting.
There is nothing sadder than a
neglected indoor plant in the corner
of the room.
If your indoor plants don’t have
names now is the time to christen
them and treat them like a member
of the family.
Talk to them whenever possible to
brighten their day (and yours).
Now is the time to sow seeds for
summer vegetables with the kids.
Get your hands dirty.
Get out into the veggie garden.
Planting anything and everything.
Make mistakes and learn from them.
Beetroot, cabbage capsicum, celery,
cucumbers, celery, silverbeet, squash,
sweetcorn, zucchinis, parsley, basil —
all great vegetables that are prolific in
their crop.
And the kids will be delighted to
see the rewards of all their hard work.
Remember to have a cane basket
near the back door for harvesting your
crop and always take photos.
Remember, flower and vegetable
seedlings will be grateful for a burst of
liquid fertiliser every 10 days.
Have a watering can at the ready
near a tap.
Vietnamese mint is a lovely crop
to have in a pot under a drip, drip,
dripping tap.
Also remember mulch, mulch,
mulch... the main job for October.
As well as smiling and being
grateful... always.
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A time for self-reflection Puppy power hits
corner of my eye

By JO FRENCH
DID YOU KNOW I’ve been writing for
the Diary for just over three years now?
Yep, three years — I can hardly
believe it either!
Where did that time go?
And today, as I sit down to write all I
can think about is what I have already
written, nothing new comes to mind
and it makes me wonder why I keep
writing.
Maybe I’ve run out of things to say or
maybe I’m just a little tired (I have just
wrapped up a year-long project that
seemed to zap the essence of life out
of me at times).
While I sit here lamenting the lack
of interesting things that should have
happened in my life since I wrote to
you last, I’ve had time to reflect on
some of the fabulous things I’ve done
in the past few years and the stories I’ve
been able to write.
Do you remember my first piece?
It was July 2016, so you are excused
for not remembering.
I was so nervous when it went to
print and spent the first few days
walking around Warrandyte looking at
the Diary sitting in cafés and stacked
high at the IGA thinking to myself,
“my words are in there” and I was so
chuffed.
I grabbed a few copies, gave them to
friends and family and laid one flat for
safe keeping.
It’s still there, yellowing a little now,
but it’s not going anywhere.
I remember trying to be nonchalant
as I flicked through the pages while I
waited for a coffee and I read and reread my own article several times, just
to make sure it was real.
It was on Page 31, tucked down in
the corner with the headline, “Lachlan
helps homeless”.

The story was about then 10-yearold Lachlan Myers from Warrandyte
Primary School who had won hearts
and inspired locals with “an ambitious
fundraising goal to help the homeless”
and he certainly won my heart.
I often think about Lachlan, and
wonder what he is up to now but more
so, I’m cheering for him and the future
he has ahead.
It was a few months later when the
invitation to write regularly came from
the Editors, and I couldn’t believe my
ears, I was thrilled, and Corner of My
Eye began, named specifically because
I wanted to attempt to catch the things
that can pass us by if we don’t take
notice.
30 instalments later (yes, I did miss
a month recently) it’s time to reflect
rather than make new.
In my first column I urged us all to
watch out for the new people in the
school yard, to keep an eye on the
parents that stand off to the side and
welcome them into the fold, it was
February so it suited just fine.
Over the following months I brought
you on my journeys as I wrote about
camping with friends at Easter, hard
rubbish collections and learning the
art of listening.
I stood on a piece of Lego one day
and wrote about it a few hours later
while my foot was still throbbing.
Sharing my pain with you all made it
feel much better – thank you.
I pondered a day at the market and
my attempts to be a carefree EarthMother type of parent, I researched
the Kulin Nations calendar of seasons
in the hope to understand why August
seemed to be “a season of its own” and
I took you all with me as I struggled to
throw away my collection of Maeve
Binchy books.
It was about a year later when
we discussed Marie Kondo and I
can tell you honestly, I’ve given up
decluttering, though there is one

drawer in our house that is still very
tidy.
You have been to Tasmania with me
once or twice, sat through my birthday
party, and listened as I recounted my
experience in a hammam on a yoga
retreat.
A lot has been covered in the small
space of this column, my life laid out
perhaps a little too bare at times, and
at others perhaps the stories not quite
reaching their mark.
Last month I wrote about the dreams
of a nine-year-old wanting to be a
writer, today I reflect on some of the
amazing stories I have written so far.
Looking back over what has already
been written has been the medicine
I needed most, it has given me time
to reconnect with my writing and my
stories.
Taking time to reflect has given me
the space to imagine and remember,
to wander through old stories and to
wonder who is where now, to think
and read and after just a few hours
of quiet comes a fresh determination
to keep going, to keep looking for the
stories that are just out of sight and
bring them into focus.

ITALIAN
DINNER

Cocoa Moon ~ October Banquet
Friday 25th & Saturday 26th
From 7pm
$45 per person
Includes a glass of wine
For bookings call 9844 5081
info@cocoamoon.com.au

Run Warrandyte

By JAMES POYNER
F O R T H E PA S T f e w y e a r s ,
fundraising has been an integral part
of our community’s annual fun run.
Whether it is raising money for
your school, sporting group or
favourite charity; Run Warrandyte’s
picturesque course through the
Warrandyte State Park is, surely, the
best way to raise money, keep fit and
celebrate our community.
With the date and the course
locked in for March 1, 2020 — the big
question is who is Run Warrandyte
raising money for this time?
Run Warrandyte will be going
into cuteness overload with the
announcement of Guide Dogs
Victoria(GDV) as the official charity
for next year’s event.
The idea to approach GDV was
thought up by committee member
Phil Treeby, after he participated in
their puppy raiser program.
The program sees participants
looking after a potential guide dog
between the age of eight weeks and
14–16 months.

This program is key in helping
young guide dogs develop the
necessary skills to be well socialised,
confident and not-readily distracted.
R u n Wa r ra n d y te c o m m i t te e
member, Michelle Bean, told the
Diary how excited the committee
was to support our four-legged
friends.
“Phil felt it was such a worthy
cause, and we all agreed.
“It costs approximately $50,000 to
raise and train a puppy to become
a working guide dog.
“And with less than 13 per cent
government funding, help is needed
to get guide dogs to the people that
need them,” she said.
Although it will not be possible
to run with your dog on-course,
Guide Dogs Victoria will be at the
event village with some four-legged
superheros so you can see these
vital funds in action.
Tickets for Run Warrandyte 2020
are on sale now and early bird
pricing ends on November 30, so
now is the best time to enter.
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Colour Run a rainbow of fun
By NIETA MANSER
COLOUR AND SMILES were the theme
of the afternoon as the students of
Anderson’s Creek Primary School
met at the Warrandyte Reserve to
take part in the first ever Warrandyte
Colour Run.
Inspired by the Hindu Holi Festival,
a Colour Run has become a popular
way to celebrate as a community
and the students at ACPS were keen
participants.
The families of ACPS all met at
the Warrandyte Reserve on Sunday,
September 15 and created a colourful
display as children ran an obstacle
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course that had been laid out for them
to run around.
The event was organised to raise
money for the replacement of the
school’s artificial oval.
The energy levels of the children
were running high as they tried to get
as much colour powder on them as
possible in their white t-shirts while
tackling the course to raise money.
“It was a great way to not only raise
money but to also have some family
fun on the day,” said Principal, Sue
Dyos, who had colour from head to toe
after the students had a go at colouring
her day.

The much-needed funds raised will
contribute to the $200,000 that ACPS
needs to raise to replace the oval by
the end of 2020.
“We are well on the way to reaching
our target, but every bit still counts
and this day has been a great success,”
says Ms Dyos.
The students thoroughly enjoyed
the afternoon and the Parents and
Friends Committee are hoping to make
this a regular annual event that the
Warrandyte community can become a
part of as it grows in popularity.
ACPS look foward to seeing you
next year.
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Pet Special
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What is it about pets?
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THOSE CREATURES who hang out at our
house, who we can never share a word
with, but are our best friends.
It might be a dog, a cat, a lizard or
a chicken, but being around animals
enriches our lives and teaches us about
the small pleasures in life — a warm spot
in the sun, a scratch behind the ear, rolling
on the grass.
To have someone who is excited to see
us when we get home, when our progeny
can’t manage to look up from their
screens to grunt “hi”.
In this very special special, the Diary
celebrates all creatures great and small.
We talk to locals who spend their days
with animals and for animals.
From the vet who keeps them healthy, to
the dog wash where they can get clean,
the butcher who provides them tasty treats
and the kennel where they can go when
we have to tear ourselves away.
We discuss the rules around having pets,
how to include pets in your fire plan, as
well as assistance animals, that special
bond we can sometimes forge with our
local wildlife.
Our pets love Warrandyte and Warrandyte
loves our pets.
Photos supplied by the Warrandyte
Walkies Facebook group.
If you like walking your dog along the
river and perfect pics of your pup - then
check out their page.
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The whys and wherefores
BY SANDI MILLER
HAVING A PET is a privilege and a
responsibility.
There are rules around pet ownership
that must be adhered to.
These rules ensure that both your pets
and other members of the community
are able to live together.
These rules are administered by our
local councils, and while they differ
slightly across all municipalities across
Victoria, they all follow State Law,
largely the Domestic Animals Act 1994.
Manningham’s Acting Director
City Planning and Community, Niall
Sheehy and Nillumbik CEO, Carl Cowie
gave the Diary the lowdown about pet
ownership in their municipalities.
Getting a pet
What some people may not be aware
of, is that from July,1 2019, any person
or business who is advertising to sell
or give away a dog, cat, puppy or kitten
will need to be enrolled on the Pet
Exchange Register.
“The dog or cat must be advertised
with the animal’s microchip number
and source number, which has been
generated by the Pet Exchange
Register,” said Mr Sheehy.
The Pet Exchange Register allocates
this unique source number to animals
which ensures sellers are transparent
about where an animal comes from.
Sellers must ensure animals are
microchipped before they change
owners and animals must be
microchipped before 12 weeks of age.
Once someone takes ownership of a

new pet, they should contact Council
to register their animal as soon as
possible.
Pet registrations are due to be
renewed each year on April 10, but all
puppies and kittens must be registered
by three months of age — this is not the
same as microchip registration.
The registration fee gives you more
than just a lost and found service for
your pet.
It is also funds:
• facilities such as dog parks, dog
poo bins and pounds/shelters
• animal management staff to
attend to nuisance complaints,
investigate dog attacks, patrol
parks/beaches/streets, and collect
and return stray animals to
owners
• events such as pet expos and
discount microchipping days
• information such as responsible
pet ownership publications,
websites, and online courses
• domestic animal business audits
(e.g. to check animal welfare
standards in pet shops, breeding
facilities, boarding kennels etc)
• management of dangerous and
restricted breed dogs
• dog bite prevention education
programs for kindergarten and
primary school children
• emergency animal welfare
preparedness
• research into a range of dog and
cat welfare issues
In Manningham and Nillumbik there

are limits to the number of pets and/
or livestock per household can have.
Residents can have two cats and two
dogs per household without needing
a permit.
There are also limits on other animals
that can be kept.
In Nillumbik, without a permit a
person must not keep more than:
•
•
•
•
•

5 reptiles* or rodents
10 large birds
25 small birds
1 rooster
24 poultry
o n a n y l a n d t h ro u g h o u t t h e
municipality.
Keeping some animals may require
additional licences.
*You are able to have up to five
reptiles without a permit, however, you
may need to obtain a licence from the
Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning (DELWP) to keep
most species of reptiles in captivity.
In Manningham, the numbers vary
slightly:
•
•
•
•
•

13 domestic birds
8 mice
4 rabbits
8 guinea pigs
4 chickens, ducks, geese or
pigeons
If you wish to exceed these limits, you
may apply for an excess animal permit.
In Manningham, a permit is required
to keep any emu, ostrich, goat, sheep,
cow, pig, bull, or horse in an area less
than two acres (8000 sqm).

And in either municipality, a person
must not keep any livestock on any
land in a residential zone or any land
of an area less than 4000sqm.
A pet pig, for example, is considered
livestock, so depending on the land
zoning and size, a permit may be
required.
Mr Cowie told the Diary if residents
are seeking to keep animals outside
these categories there is a vast array
of laws that impact on having exotic
or native animals as pets.
“In general, Agriculture Victoria
is responsible for the legislation,
regulations and standards that governs
ownership of these pet types,” he said.
The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Act 1986 protects the welfare of all
animals, including amphibians.
Council is responsible for any issues
that relate to breaches of containment,
cleanliness, smell or noise nuisance
that may come from exotic and native
pets.
If you want to keep a native animal,
for example a dingo, possum, or
kangaroo, a private wildlife licence
would be required.
These can be obtained through
DELWP.
Dog laws
There are several areas of conflict
where dog owners come into conflict
with other community members.
One is persistent barking.
If a dog in a neighbouring property
is too noisy and unreasonably disturbs
you, the first step is to make contact

with the dog owner to alert them that
their dog is causing a nuisance.
If the barking persists and is deemed
to be unreasonable, you can contact
council to intervene.
The other area of conflict is dog
waste.
Mr Sheehy told the Diary that for the
enjoyment of the whole community
dog owners need to carry a waste bag
and pick up after their dog in public.
“Failure to do so could result in a $200
fine,” he said.
He said Manningham Council
provide free poo pouches to dog
owners.
“These pouches are often handed
out by Council Rangers at our parks
and reserves”.
Mr Cowie said Nillumbik Shire
Council’s Amenity Local Law, states
that a person in charge of a dog in a
public place must have dog poo bags
(or another receptacle to pick up their
dog’s excrement) with them.
“They must ensure their dog’s
excrement is collected and disposed
of appropriately.
“Additionally, if requested by an
authorised officer, the owner must
present the bags (or other receptacle)
they have with them to collect their
pet’s waste,” Mr Cowie said.
There are many places to take dogs
to run off-leash.
Manningham has 81 off-lead dog
areas, including 28 sporting grounds
and the popular Warrandyte River
Reserve.
Nillumbik have 13 off-lead areas,

A tale of companionship and love Doggie
By DAVID ELLIS
and the team at Dogdayz
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to say now who
made the first move, bridging the gulf
of distrust between different species,
each looking to guard their own
interest in a challenging environment.
That’s how it must have been when
early representatives of our kind, then
little more than apes, reached out to
those early cousins of wolves, or jackals
or dingos — or they reached out to us.
We can speculate: maybe there was
the odd meat-bone tossed to those
proto-dogs lurking at the fringes of
the fire; maybe a helpless wolfpup
was fostered for a time by man or
woman allowing themselves a moment
of empathy in a hostile world —
though both of those speculations
imply humankind in charge in a way
that, dog owners know, underestimates
the resourcefulness and determination
of the canine mind.
Most likely it was through simple
familiarity built over meetings at a
series of kills — theirs probably — that
each recognised the value of the other.
Easy for us to recognise the dogs’
athleticism, hardiness and immediacy

of awareness.
For the dogs it was finding a creature
that had the capacity to think well
ahead (sometimes!) and magically
communicate concepts far beyond
immediate need and emotion.
The connection, having been made,
became a special partnership.
Wonderfully, the partnership has
endured as humankind has explored
the limits of their abilities and
ambition.
Through the ages, dogs have brought
to us their remarkable service skills:
guarding, herding, chasing and
hunting — and they have honoured

us with their loyalty.
That loyalty, and that service,
continues even into our hyper-modern
world with dogs extending their roles
as guide dogs, assistance dogs, sniffer
dogs — above all and always as a
source of unfailing companionship
and emotional empathy.
They reinforce the best qualities of
each of us; they accept and overlook
our lesser qualities.
In spite of all, they typically think the
world of us.
How lucky we humans have been,
how lucky we are, to have dogs along
on our journey.

Alanna and Bec at Warrandyte with two visiting beagles

With its origins in Warrandyte as
far back as 1956, the current owner,
David Ellis, took over the business in
1998 and now, Dogdayz has sites in
Silvan and Toolern Vale.
Their business covers everything
from boarding, groom, day care and
even transport.
The Warrandyte business is located
on the banks of the Yarra, at the end
of Tills Drive.
Visit their website to find out more
and to book your pup in for a day at
the canine country club.
www.dogdayz.com.au

A grand day out for good boys and good girls
By SANDI MILLER
PETS OF ALL PERSUASIONS will
be out and about at this month’s
Nillumbik Pet Expo.
The expo is on at Marngrook Oval
in Diamond Creek 10am–3:30pm on
Sunday, October 20.
A big focus of the day is responsible
pet ownership.
Visitors can speak to Nillumbik’s
Community Safety officers throughout
the day, ask questions and get more
information about responsible pet
ownership.
Attractions will include kelpie
shows, canine ninja demonstrations,
a petting zoo, a lure course, pony rides,
a jumping castle and face painting
for kids.
There will also be competitions
throughout the day for biggest pet,

smallest pet, best-dressed pet, best pet
trick, and best pet/owner lookalike.
There will be $25 microchipping
available on the day, and visitors from
Nillumbik, Banyule and Whittlesea can
register their pets at the expo.
Look for the K9 Ninja Challenge,
which will be held at 10:30am, 12:15pm
and 2:15pm; and make sure you get
to the Futura Kelpies Sheep herding
show, which will be staged at 11am,
1pm and 2:45pm.
Re s cu e o rga n i sat i o n s w i l l b e
attending, including Save a Dog
Scheme, Cat Protection Society of
Victoria, No Hairs Ark, Chinese Crested
Rescue, German Shepherd Rescue
Victoria, and Starting Over Dog Rescue.
The Pet Expo is set to be a fun-filled
day out for both two and four-legged
visitors.

delights

By JO FRENCH
SHANE MCDONELL and the team
at Warrandyte Quality Meats have
a few tasty treats in store that will
bring a wag to the tail and a jump
for joy from the dog that is waiting
for you at home.
Though all food sold in a butcher’s
shop must be fit for human
consumption, there are still options
for our four-legged friends.
Warrandyte Quality Meats makes
their own pet food loaf from finely
ground chicken carcasses, rice and
carrot and it is a very tasty addition
to a dog’s diet — and as far as treats
go, smoked bones and smoked
tendons make great doggy chews.
Many vets believe that raw bones,
fed sensibly, are an important
part of the diet for most dogs, and
though the benefits of dental care
and nutrition are important, if we
are honest, as dog lovers, the pure
enjoyment that a bone brings far
outweighs those benefits.
The expectant face and the dance
of delight that comes when they
know a bone is on offer is part of
what makes being a dog owner so
much fun, just ask Ella (short for
Nutella).
Ella (pictured below) is Shane
and his wife Sue’s two-year-old
chocolate Labrador and she
certainly enjoys it when Dad brings
the occasional bone home from
work.
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s of bylaws: Pet ownership
including two dedicated off-lead dog
parks.
One is in Diamond Creek and the
other in Hurstbridge.
Mr Cowie said off-lead areas
throughout the municipality can be
located on the Nillumbik website.
However, there are no Councilmanaged off-lead areas located in
North Warrandyte.
Off-lead does not mean a dog can
run amok.
“Every off-lead dog area has its own
signage and guidelines that must be
adhered to and they all require off-lead
dogs to be under effective control,” said
Mr Sheehy.
Effective control by command means
the dog must be:
• Within 25 metres of the owner.
• The owner is able to see the dog at
all times.
• The owner can recall the dog
immediately when needed.
There are further guidelines that
help people to act as responsible dog
owners and avoid causing concern to
other users of a park.
Guidelines include:
• A dog is at least 15 metres away
from permanent barbecue
facilities, children’s play
equipment, organised sporting
events, approved functions or
public meetings.
• A dog’s owner has a leash on hand
at all times.
• A dog is not threatening of

worrying any other user of the
park.
• A dog’s owner brings their dog
under immediate control if any
aggressive behaviour or threat
is displayed to another person or
animal.
• A dog’s owner stays alert and
focused on the dog at all times.
• A dog’s owner brings a maximum
of two dogs to the park at one
time.
There are rules around some
breeds of dog which require special
registration and cannot be imported
or bred.
These include pure or cross bred
American Pit Bull Terriers (or Pit Bull
Terriers), Perro de Presa Canarios,
Dogo Argentinos, Japanese Tosas, and
Fila Brasileiros.
Rules have been removed for owners
of greyhounds.
As of Januar y 1, 2019, all pet
greyhounds are no longer legally
required to wear a muzzle in public,
including retired racing greyhounds.
A greyhound adopted through
G r e y h o u n d R a c i n g V i c t o r i a’s
Greyhound Adoption Program must
always be on lead in any public place,
but like other dogs, all greyhounds still
need to be under effective control by
their owner.
Cat owner responsibilities
There is no cat curfew in
Manningham.
However, Council recommends
that cats be confined to their owner’s

properties.
Nillumbik Shire Council has an order
requiring cats to be confined during the
specified hours of 7:30pm to 6am and
restricts the presence of cats in certain
public areas (e.g. parks or reserves).
The curfew time remains the same
all year round — including during
daylight saving time.
Mr Sheehy said as per Victorian state
law, cat owners are responsible for
ensuring their cats do not wander onto
a private property at any time.
“Stray cats may be seized, notices
of objection may be served and
further non-compliance may result in
penalties being issued,” he said.
Vaccinating pet rabbits
Having pet rabbits can require
additional precautions when kept
in close proximity to feral rabbit
populations.
A new strain of rabbit calicivirus,
RHDV1 K5 (also known as K5); was
released in Victoria in March to help
land-owners control pest rabbits.
Anyone who owns pet rabbits should
make sure that their vaccinations are
up-to-date to protect against the virus.
Domestic pet rabbit owners can
take the following extra precautions to
protect pet rabbits from K5 infection:
• Prevent contact between pet and
pest rabbits.
• Don’t cut grass from areas where
pest rabbits may be foraging and
feed it to pet rabbits.
• Wash hands with warm soapy
water between handling rabbits.

• Insect-proof the hutch with fly and
mosquito proof wire or keep pet
rabbits indoors.
Choosing the right pet
No matter what pet you choose, the
most responsible choice is one that fits
in with your lifestyle.
Remember that puppies and kittens
won’t be small and cute forever, so
don’t get a puppy if you don’t want
a dog.
They are a commitment for up to
twenty years.
Ask yourself:
• What type or breed will you
choose?
• What size dog?
• How much time do you have for
grooming and training?
• What is your financial position?
• Will it be kept inside, outside or
both?
• Why do you want a pet?
• Where you are going to buy it?
Both male and female dogs and cats
can be de-sexed at three months of age.
By de-sexing your pet you are
promoting responsible pet ownership
by preventing unwanted litters.
Council provides a discounted
registration fee for dogs and cats what
have been de-sexed.
When choosing the type of pet to suit
your needs, consider the amount of
time the animal will be alone, the time
you can commit to grooming and care.
When considering a cat, think about
whether there are native birds and

animals in your area and whether you
will have an enclosure for your cat.
In general, fine-boned oriental cat
breeds are very active companions
while the larger heavy-boned breeds
tend to be more sedate and less
inclined to hunt and wander.
And when considering a dog,
remember that a cute pup is going to
grow up — six months down the track
your dog could grow to be much larger
than expected.
Consider going to a rescue shelter
when looking to adopt a new member
of your family, there are many older
dogs who deserve a second chance.
For more information, see your
relevant council’s website, DELWP,
or the Department of Agriculture, or
get down to the Nillumbik Pet Expo in
Diamond Creek on Sunday, October
20 and talk to Council officers about
responsible pet ownership.
Islay the Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House dog

Dirty dogs, done dirt cheap Animal health care
By SANDI MILLER
WARRANDYTE Car Wash has the
perfect solution for the pets who like
to get down and dirty when they go
out and about.
Their fully fenced, warm water
Ultrawash provides a convenient,
environmentally friendly and costeffective way to get your best friend
clean after a day in the river.
Car Wash Manager, Linda Jones told
the Diary using their Ultra Wash, was
a convenient way of washing your
dog, centrally located next door to the
IGA, it means you can take your dog
home clean after a day on the river.
“The products we use don’t contain
parabens, they are formulated for
sensitive skins and they are not
harmful to the environment,” Linda
said.
The chemicals are produced
locally in Croydon, which saves on
transportation emissions.
“Many car wash products come
from America or China and are
shipped all over the world, so if you
can find something locally that is
just as good or better, it is a win-win,”
she said.
She said that Guide Dogs Victoria
also use the same products on their
trainee guide puppies.
And so, for every $10 dog wash,
Warrandyte Car Wash will donate $1
to Guide Dogs Victoria.
Linda said you can save a lot of water
by using the dog wash.

By JACKIE HALL
OUR FRIENDLY AND qualified team
at the Veterinary Surgery (North
Warrandyte and Yarrambat) are happy
to see all of your pets, including rabbits,
horses and farm animals.
We pride ourselves on providing
quality veterinary care to all species
by offering a range of ser vices :
consultations, vaccinations, surgery,
dental, X-ray and home visits.
We also provide an emergency
service operating 24 hours a day, 365
days a year for your pet emergencies.
We always welcome new clients to
both our veterinary clinics.
The Nor th War randyte Clinic

“The high pressure mixes the water
with air, so it uses much less water
than what comes out of the garden
hose… and you are washing things
down the driveway — you don’t know
where it is going, — eventually it ends
up in the river and then the ocean,
which is not what you want.
“Here it is treated on site,” she said.
Linda and her husband Bob Jones

have been running the carwash for
about two years.
Living locally in Wonga Park they
are passionate about giving back to
the community.
“We will be holding a weekend
where a percentage of our takings
will be going to the CFA,” she said,
“because they are so crucial around
here.”

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

has been part of the Warrandyte
community for nearly 20 years and
our Yarrambat Clinic has been seeing
clients’ pets for nearly 13 years.
Our wonderful team are always
happy to answer any questions you
may have about your pet.
Call North Warrandyte 9844 0781
or Yarrambat 9436 1699 to make an
appointment.
The North Warrandyte and Yarrambat
clinics can be found at:
North Warran dy te Vet Cl inic:
274 Yarra St, Warrandyte, 3113
Yarrambat Vet Hospital : 541 Yan
Yean Rd, Yarrambat, 3091
www.thevetsurgery.com.au
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The assistance of animals

PETS CAN BE used for many purposes.
Dogs in particular, are commonly
used for recovery and assistance with
a variety of medical issues.
Guide dogs for the blind are highly
trained and give great mobility
freedom to visually affected people.
Dogs also can be trained to assist
many other physical and psychological
ailments: to open doors; recover
dropped items or assist a person into
a mobility aid.
Veterans use assistance dogs to help
combat the effects of post-traumatic
stress.
A trained assistance dog innately
connects with their human and
understands when a cuddle is needed
— or to stand and protect.
A great visual example, for the crowd
who witnessed it, was when Don and
Zeus were at the Warrandyte Anzac
Day ceremony two years ago and Barry
Carozzi played a sad and soulful song
on his guitar.
Don was overcome with emotion
and Zeus put his front paws around
Don’s shoulders and gave him a big
hug!
The military has long used animals
for both work and comfort: horses,
camels, donkeys, pigeons and dogs

for numerous roles.
Most military units and ships have
mascots, and many have served on
operations.
Two Australian animals have been
awarded the PDSA Dickin Medal —
the animal equivalent of the Victoria
Cross.
The Medal was instituted by the
People’s Dispensary for Sick Animals
(PDSA) and is named after Maria
Dickin a social reformer and pioneer
of the PDSA which was established.
Since the medal’s inception in
1943, 71 animals have received “The
Animal Victoria Cross”, including
three Australian animals, two pigeons
in 1947, and more recently, Kuga, a
Belgian Malinois who served with the

Australian Special Service Regiment in
Afghanistan in 2012.
All pets can make great companion
animals.
In kindergartens, schools,
workplaces and aged care facilities,
having a pet of any description
can change the demeanour and
atmosphere of an environment.
Zeus is a 6-year-old half Kelpie/
Lab cross rescue dog from a farm in
Deniliquin.
Zeus chose Don to be his human
three years ago and is with him 24
hours a day.
Don and Zeus attend “ Young
Diggers” Assistance Dog training at
Melton each week — Zeus reckons
Don is starting to catch on!

Keep your pets
safe this summer

By SANDI MILLER
THERE ARE several things you need
to do to plan to keep your pets safe in
the event of a bush fire.
Everyone’s situation is different,
but having a fire plan which includes
what to do with your pets will alleviate
the need to make life and death
decisions under pressure.
One thing to keep in mind when
having to evacuate your companion
animals, is to think about how to
transport them, whether that is
training them to use a transport
carrier, or just having their leads in
an accessible place.
Think about what other items you
may need to pack for them: food and
water, bedding or their favourite toy.
Then you may need to consider
where to take them, if you plan to
head for a shopping centre, the
likelihood is they will not allow you
to bring your animal inside the centre,
so do you have a place to take them,
which may need to be for several
days?
If you plan to leave them alone
when you evacuate, do they have

somewhere to shelter in the event
of fire?
Thinking about dogs and cats is
relatively easy, but when you consider
the variety of animals we consider our
pets, some of them require special
consideration, goats, chickens, ducks
and horses certainly will not be able
to accompany you to Eastland, so
plan now for what you are going to do.
Wa r ra n d y t e Ne i g h b o u r h o o d
House is running an Emergency
Preparedness Workshop on October
9 at 1pm.
This is the perfect opportunity to
get expert help on preparing your
Fire Plan.
This is a free event, but booking
is essential — contact Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House to register.
For more tips, che ck out the
Warrandyte Diar y’s YouTub e
Channel, where we teamed with
Swinburne University - Advanced
Diploma of Screen and Media Animation to produce a series of
fire safety messages, including one
produced by Pedro Allemant on
producing a Pet-Friendly Fire Plan.

Pet friendly Fire Safety Plan by Pedro Allemant
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Part C — renting out part of your home
finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
THIS MONTH IS the third of my
monthly discussions focusing on
using your home to earn taxable
income.
A common opportunity many of you
may have undertaken, or may plan
to do, is to rent out a spare room or
area in your home to earn some extra
income.
This may be an attractive opportunity
for “empty nesters” after your children
have left home, or perhaps your
retirement income is not enough for
a comfortable lifestyle, or you are now
on your own with a home larger than
you need.
Before you make such a decision
you should understand your tax
obligations and the possible impact
on any Centrelink benefits you may
be currently receiving, and also your
exposure to capital gains tax, which
we will address next month.
You must retain all relevant
documentation such as bank
records, receipts and invoices and
your methodology for calculating
deductible percentages of expenses
reported in the Rental Property
Schedule of your tax return.
What information to keep
Information required for inclusion in
the Rental Property Schedule:
• Address of rental property.
• Date when room first earned
rental
income.
• The total number of days the room
was rented for during the year.
• Names of the owners of the
property and their share of
ownership.
• Gross rental received – GST is not
applicable as renting a room is not

an enterprise for GST purposes.
• Any other rental related income
such as insurance payouts
resulting from damage caused by
renting and security bonds you are
entitled to retain.
• Claimable proportion of all
deductible expenses including,
interest on your mortgage loan,
council and water rates, gas and
electricity, property insurance,
cleaning, repairs and
maintenance.
• Claimable direct costs include
advertising and depreciation
of room contents owned by the
landlord and used by the tenant.
• Cost of meals provided is also
claimable when they are included
in the rental agreement.
Determining deductibles
The methodology for apportioning
deductible expenses to determine
deductible amounts is:
Step 1: Determine the size of the
property
Determine the total internal area
of your home using the house plan if
available, or measure the area of each
room noting the length and width
and multiplying length by width to
determine area in metres squared
(m2).
Step 2: Determine the size of the
rented area
Measure the area of the room,
bathroom and any other areas the
tenant has exclusive use and combine
to get the total.
Then, calculate the rented area as
a proportion of the total area of the
home. For example, if the size of your
property is 400m2 and the total area
the tenant has exclusive access to is
50m2, then the rented proportion
would be: 50/400 = 0.125
Step 3: Determine the number of
days in the year the area has been
rented

Calculate this proportion by dividing
the number of days it has been rented
by the total number of days in the year.
For example, if my property has been
rented for 274 days.
Step 4: Calculate the percentage
of shared expenses claimable
attributable to the area rented for
the exclusive use of the tenant or
boarder
Proportion of space rented x portion
of days rented x 100 = your percentage
o f s ha re d e x p e n s e s cla i mab l e
attributable to the area rented for the
exclusive use of the tenant or boarder
Using our above examples, the
percentage would be: 0.125 x 0.7507
x 100 = 9.38%.
Step 5: Determine the size of any
common areas in the home that are
shared between the owner’s family
and the tenant
Let’s assume the tenant/boarder
has access to the kitchen, lounge and
a veranda with a total area of 200m2
which is shared with the husband and
wife owners.

Step 6: Calculate the percentage
of shared common area expenses
attributable to the tenant and
therefore also claimable.
Calculate the proportion of the
shared area to the total area of the
home.
Example: 200m2/400m2 = 0.50
Multiply by the proportion of days
rented = 0.7507
Multiply by the tenant as a proportion
of total residents 1/3 = 0.333
Multiply by 100 to arrive at the
percentage claimable of the common
area.
So, using our above examples: 0.50 x
0.7507x 0.333 x 100 = 12.50%.
Step 7: Determine the total
percentage to be applied to
deductible shared expenses
Example:
Rented area exclusive to tenant:
9.38%
Common area shared with owners:
12.50%
Total claimable percentage: 21.88%
This percentage should be applied

to the annual total of the actual costs
incurred for all shared costs such as
those listed at the second last bullet
point listed at the start of this column.
The above methodology has been
published by the ATO as a guide to
how to determine the amounts you
are claiming as allowable deductions.
You must retain in your records
evidence of how you arrived at the
amounts claimed irrespective of
whether you use a tax agent or prepare
your own tax return.
The content of this article is not
intended to be used as professional
advice and should not be used as
such.
B r i a n S p u r r e l l F C PA , C TA ,
Registered Tax Agent, is Director of
Personalised Taxation & Accounting
Ser vices Pty Ltd. PO Box 143
Warrandyte 3113. Mobile: 0412
011 946,
bspurrell@ptasaccountants.com.au
www.ptasaccountants.com.au

Native pet rescue in the 1980s
By ONA HENDERSON
THIS LITTLE ringtail possum’s
name is Putti after the cherubs in
Renaissance Art.
Syd was feeding her fruit which was
one of her favourites, as well as gum
leaf tips, bottlebrush, rose and gum
blossoms, and avocado skins … and
moths.
She was orphaned on the road
outside our house in the Bend of
Islands and just saved from the wheels
of a car.
The vet had explained that young
ringtails are difficult to rear — but
this one was very special and got lots
of love!

We carried her around in our
pockets or a little pouch, and she slept
in a picnic basket by our bed.
She was potty trained!
She bonded to us strongly.
We eventually released her over a
10-day period, as a young male came
a’courting nightly and brought her
back to her veranda open caged home.
The day we knew she would leave
us permanently she licked me for an
hour or more, as if to say farewell.
Months later she brought her two
babies back for us to touch in a
paperbark tree in our front garden… it
was an extremely moving experience.
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Warrandyte Medical would like to welcome new doctors:
Drs Fred Forouhi, Arvind Jhamb &
Laya Sattar, our new female doctor.
Laya will be available 4 days a week

FIND US
HERE

NEXT MARKETS:
Saturday November 2
Saturday December 7 & 21
8am to 1pm

OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5:30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm

S
for ee ou
cur r we
ren
t sp bsite
eci
als
!
Ringwood & Warrandyte Osteopathy the club by providing the following
have been long time supporters of treatment offer for any injured
ProudlyFootball
supporting
the community
since 2002
the Warrandyte
Club and
players.
our goal is to work alongside and Pay NO GAP* on your next Osteopathy
complement
the dedicated
trainers Drconsultation
Committed
local osteopaths,
Richard
to get you injury free
who deal with match day injuries and ASAP...
Pearce and Dr Sharni Leon established
then support the players to get match
*No out of pocket expense if you
fit oncepractice
again. in Warrandyte in 2002 with a
have a claimable private health
This year
wetowould
likepatients
to further
insurance plan with Osteopathy
vision
provide
the highest
strengthen our partnership with cover
quality of Osteopathic care; treating
“injuries” as well as maintaining the
THE OFFER INCLUDES
“health and wellness”
of examination
the body. by one of our experienced
•	a comprehensive
osteopathic
practitioners to assess and diagnose the underlying cause and risk factors
of your
injury longer with you to
We spend
• hands-on osteopathic treatment and exercise rehabilitation plansciatica
accurately assess, diagnose and treat
• a personalised management plan detailing any treatment or rehab exercises
your condition, resulting in fast and
sports injuries

(OFFER VALUED AT $95)
effective
results.
If you are
recently injured
or struggling with a recurring condition we recommend give
shoulder
us a call or BOOK ONLINE to have a consultation with one of our frozen
OSTEOPATHS.
•	Don’t have private health insurance (or already reached your limit)?
No problem. We are happy to offer this special deal for $50.back & neck pain
Conditions of offer:
headache & migraines
• Available for Warrandyte Football Club players
• A limit of 1 booking per injury
jaw pain treatment (TMJ)
• Available at either our Warrandyte or Ringwood clinic

Shop 2, 90-92 Melbourne Hill Road, Warrandyte (next to Ruby Tuesdays)

Ph 9844 2465

www.osteopathymelbourne.org
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An Interlude with Bryan Dawe

The Cellist

Photos: BILL MCAULEY

By SANDI MILLER
MONTSALVAT Gallery is host to a
new exhibition from satirist and artist
Bryan Dawe.
Known predominantly for his work
as foil to the late John Clarke on the
ABC’s 7:30 Report, Bryan is also an
accomplished artist, with this the 14th
exhibition of his work.
The exhibition has been assembled
by curator Krista McClelland, who has
managed to combine several styles of
Bryans work into a cohesive gestalt
that feels right at home in the rustic
surrounds of the Barn Gallery.
Bryan spoke to the Diary just prior to
the opening of the exhibition, Interlude
in Montsalvat’s Barn Gallery about his
art, his satire and his love affair with
Morocco.
Bryan develops his pieces using iPad
technology.
“I picked a few of the little apps that
were around that did exactly what I
wanted them to do … I just play really.
“On the iPad now, there are so many
painting and drawing apps that weren’t
available even when I did the Tangiers
exhibition and now they are, and so
you keep at it, and hope you don’t trip
over the furniture on the way, and end
up with some work,” he said.
The musical theme of his many pieces
in this exhibition took inspiration from
Montsalvat’s Barn Gallery itself, after
looking at the gallery’s grand piano he
produced a series of musically themed
pieces.
“I walked in the door here and that
inspired me … I just went ‘yup, music’.
“My stuff is pretty regular, circus,
theatre, abandoned buildings, and
the music is part of it… the shape of
the piano is beautiful, and the shape
of the violin is beautiful and so that is
not hard,” he said.
Montsalvat ’s Galler y Curator,
Chr istine Johns on opene d the
exhibition by applauding Bryan’s
innovative technique.
“Working on an iPad, he draws
freehand, paints and transforms his
imagery on the virtual plane and
brings the images to full realisation
as exquisite and vivid pigment prints.
“By his combining the hand-drawn
with the digital, Bryan has more or less
created a whole new idiom for himself.
“These images have their roots in
Bryan’s photographic works, which
were themselves also transformed
beyond ordinary reality using similar
technical methods,” she said.
Bryan told the Diary he gets a

Bryan Dawe standing in front of Immigration

different sort of pleasure from art
than producing his many satirical
performances.
“It doesn’t clash in any way because I
am not trying to be satirical in any way
— if any of them become satirical then
it is by accident, more than design,
ironic maybe, there is a bit of that going
on with some of them, … it is almost
the opposite of it — and it is a release
from all the politics, which bores me
senseless.”
He said he feels lucky to have his art
as an outlet since his work producing
political satire ended abruptly when
his collaborator John Clarke passed
away.
“Boredom is a strange thing, as John
Clarke used to say, boredom is the
driving force of all art, and if you are
not doing one thing you have got to
look around and make sure boredom
is kept at bay.
“When John passed away that was
the end of our thirty year relationship
and the end of me doing political satire
on television.
“There was no one else I was ever
going to work with, or wanted to work
with, so I was incredibly lucky I was
doing this [art] at the same time,” he
said.
When John passed away Bryan was
able to escape to Morocco where he
has been traveling to and from for over
a decade.
“It began with a man called Sandy
McHutchin who used to work at the
ABC and did Australia Overnight,
and he lives with his family in Fez
permanently now, and they invited me
when they came back to Australia to
look after their house in Fez, and that
started the romance with Morocco,
and that was seven trips ago.
“I discovered Tangiers which I had
been through two or three times but
had never stopped because everyone
said ‘oh don’t stay in Tangiers, it is a bit
like Marcelles’.
“Then one day, an Australian woman
said to me, ‘do you know what, you
need to go and stay in Tangiers for a
while, because I think you and Tangiers
were made for each other’.
“And I got there, spent a week, fell in
love with it and then met the art gallery
owner who said have the exhibition.
“So I went there last year for five
months and did some of this work,
but that was where it began and it has
just grown from there, but I do love
Tangiers particularly, partly because
it is a port town.

“I grew up in a port town and I love
port towns.
“[Tangiers] is like Marseille, I went
to Marseille, I said ‘oh yes this is easy,
this is Tangiers with French language’.”
Bryan started creating his artwork
around 12 years ago.
“I had a brief break of about five years
in between, because I didn’t quite
know where I wanted to take it all…
and I was in Tangiers, and the night
before I came back [to Australia] an art
gallery owner said ‘oh you are coming
back next year, do you want to have an
exhibition’?
“I came back to Australia and put
together an exhibition of work that was
nothing like anything I had ever done
and that is what kickstarted these — I
had three [exhibitions] last year and
this one.”
Bryan also spoke recently as part of
the Montsalvat Festival, with a talk
entitled A Satirists Journey.
“It is a talk about where I started, and
my influences.
“I was told I couldn’t do any of the
things I ended up doing, and I suppose
if that is a message in the talk it is
never tell a young kid they can’t do
something.
“I was told I could never work on
radio, could never be an actor, could
never be a writer, didn’t even get
to do art, because I came from the
wrong background — a working class
background in Port Adelaide.”
“What happened is my father died
when I was 15 and I left school because
I was — boredom is not quite the word,
it is way beyond there — and so I left.
“And that is when I was told I couldn’t
do all these thing, so there was a farsighted genius in all this that was the
career advisory officer and he told me
that I couldn’t do these things… and
one of the great things that happened,
is eventually I was asked to go back
over to Adelaide to my high school and
speak at their hundredth [anniversary]
celebrations.
“I said very naughtily to them, ‘good
evening ladies and gentlemen, I am
here despite you, not because of you’.
“The night went downhill from there
— that is what the talk is about, and I
talk about working with my characters
Roly and Sonya Parks and my other
character Sir Murray Rivers, and of
course John Clarke, so it covers a fair
territory along the way.”
Bryan said that his life’s journey has
been about exploring possibilities.
“Things happen and you go down

that trail and see what happens and
hope you get home without hurting
yourself,” he said.
Watch the full interview with Bryan
Dawe on the Warrandyte Diar y
YouTube channel www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pPfKKsbKoWs

Diva

Interlude is at the Barn Gallery,
Montsalvat until November 11.
Meet the artist: Saturday, November
9, 2–4 pm
Bryan will talk about his practice as
an artist working in the digital realm.

Satie’s Mistress

High Flyer

La Divina
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WARRANDYTE
GLASS
Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

Event: Music Together
When: Wednesdays during school terms, 9:30-10:15
Where: Uniting Church Hall, Taroona Avenue, Warrandyte
Info:
Robyn 0438 804 381 or Joan 9844 4730
Music Together is a wonderful program for children aged 0-4yo,
accompanied by parent/carer. A rich musical experience and
fun for all. Morning tea and socialising afterwards.

Event: Heart Health
When: Thursday, October 24, 2pm–3pm
Where: Warrandyte Library, Community Centre, Yarra Street
Info:
Many foods can help keep your amazing heart at its
best. This session will discuss how to nourish this vital body part
with a positive approach to food and eating. Register online or
visit a branch.

Event:

Event: Run for the Firies
When: Sunday, October 27, 7:30am–12pm
Where: Eltham North Adventure Playground,
Wattletree Road, Eltham
Info:
Run 10.6km, 6km or run/walk 4km to raise money for
Research and Kangaroo Ground CFA. www.runforthefiries.com

AGM: Andersons Creek Landcare
“Is deer the new rabbit?”
When: Saturday, October 12, 2pm–4pm
Where: Currawong Bush Park Conference Centre, Reynolds
Road, East Doncaster.
Info:
Come along and grab a taste of local venison.
All welcome. Contact Jill Dixon on 0404 024 449
Event: ShedFest: Yarra Valley Wine Festival
When: Weekend of October 12–13, 9:30am–5pm
Where: Various small Yarra Valley wineries
Info:
Enjoy some of Yarra Valley’s boutique, family-owned
wineries. www.yarravalleysmallerwineries.com.au
Event: Introduction to email
When: Tuesday, October 15, 11am–12pm
Where: Warrandyte Library, Community Centre, Yarra Street
Info:
Learn how to write and send emails, add attachments
and how to organise your inbox. Mouse skills and registered
email address required. Register online or visit a branch.

CHAUFFURED TR ANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort.
Airport transfer, parties, weddings.
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6
passengers & luggage. Call Clive
for bookings 0412 556 801.
PORT DOUGLAS By The Beach
100m 2 Self Contained Units Pool
spa 2 bed unit & 1 bed with spa
BBQ area car space. kvanscoy@
tpg.com.au Call 0409 359 240.

Digital
advertising
packages
available.
Contact us
for more
information.

Event: Meet Cosmo: Small robot, big personality
When: Wednesday, October 30, 4:15pm–5:45pm
Where: Warrandyte Library, Community Centre, Yarra Street
Info: Cosmo is a real-life robot, with a one-of-a-kind personality.
View the world through Cosmo’s eyes, play games and learn
code. All equipment provided, no experience necessary. Register
online or visit a branch.

Event: Ringwood Public Talk — Martin Heppell
When: Tuesday, October 15, 7pm–8:30pm
Where: Karralyka Centre, Mines Road, Ringwood
Info:
Martin Heppell from the Resilience Project will share
his experiences and combine them to give everyday strategies
that will help your overall well-being. www.karralyka.com.au

Event: Recipe Swap!
When: Friday, November 1, 2pm–3pm
Where: Warrandyte Library, Community Centre, Yarra Street
Info: Bring along a recipe or two and take a few home. Register
online or visit a branch.

Event: Film Society — Mustang
When: Friday, October 18, 7pm for 7:30pm start
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Info:
Friendly social group. Come along and meet new
people. Website and registration information below.
Event: Glee Club
When: Starts Friday, October 18 for 9 weeks, 1pm–2:30pm
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Info:
Experience the freedom and uplifting effects of singing
with others just for pleasure. This is a singing club, not a choir.
$20 for term. Website and registration information below.
Event:
When:

Get The Job of your Dreams — Career Planning
Starts Wednesday, October 23 for 6 weeks,
9:30am–12:30pm
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Info:
Want to say “I love my work”? Ready to make a positive
change in your life and career? This is the course for you! Cost
$25. Website and registration information below.
Warrandyte Diary What’s On guide would
not be possible without the contribution
from the In Your Backyard Facebook
Group.
For more events across the Yarra Valley
Search for @IYBinyourbackyard on
Facebook

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!
12–14 Blair Street, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

Use it or lose it
Your spectacles could be free
Ask about our no gap options with extras cover
Mon to Thu 9 to 5.30•Fri 9 to 7•Sat 9 to 1
Ph 9844 4422 warrandyte@eyeson.com.au
Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte
Experienced Optometrists Locally Owned and Run

Event: Yarra Valley VIEW Club Lunch
When: Tuesday, October 29, 12pm
Where: Yering Meadows Golf Club
Info: Speaker: Joan Corfee – Mercy Ships. For more info, contact
Val on 0419 007 728.

Event: Doncaster VIEW Club Lunch
When: Tuesday, October 15, 11am
Where: Manningham Club, 1 Thompsons Road, Bulleen
Info:
Contact Shirley on 9879 2380 for more details
Interesting speaker, Joffa from Collingwood Football Club.

Event: CSI for Kids with Briony Kane
When: Wednesday, October 16, for five weeks.4pm–5:30pm
Where: Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
Info:
For ages nine to 12. Solve the crime of the missing
nugget, using the skills and processes of forensic scientists.
There will be lots of hands-on fun. Cost $79.
Website and registration information below.

DIARY MINI ADS

Event: Bands by the Bridge: The Hornets
When: Sunday October 27
Where: Warrandyte RSL, Brackenbury Street, Warrandyte
Info:
Get along to hear one of Australia’s leading blues and
roots bands.

Tel: 9844 1839
Email: admin@wnh.org.au
Website:
warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au

Event: Open Day — Warrandyte Community Garden
When: Sunday, November 10, 10am–2pm
Where: The Community Garden, Police Street, Warrandyte
Info: Come along and enjoy the beauty of fresh vegetables
looking luscious. Learn about strategies for improving your
own “paddock to plate” experience and chat with gardening
enthusiasts. Enjoy the beauty of Warrandyte’s river bank walking
path, the songs of the river and nature at its best.

Local markets
Eltham Farmers’ Market
Every Sunday
9am–1pm
Eltham Town Mall,
Arthur Street, Eltham

Warrandyte
Riverside Market
Saturday, November 2
8am–1pm
Stiggants Reserve

Park Orchards Market
Saturday, October 19
9am–1pm
Park Orchards Primary,
1-3 Bowmore Avenue,
Park Orchards

Warrandyte Food Swap
Warrandyte
Community Garden
Saturday, November 2
9am-10am

Eltham Craft and
Produce Market
Sunday, October 20
8:30am–1pm
Alistair Knox Park,
Eltham

Bumble Bee Baby
& Childrens Market
Sunday. October 20
9am–12pm
Central Ringwood
Community Centre
Bedford Park

Heide Market
Saturday, October 12
10am–3pm
Heide Museum of
Modern Art

Wonga Park
Farmers Market
Saturday, October 26
9am-1pm
Dudley Road, Wonga Park
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community chest

Fire Fest in the Hills

By SANDI MILLER
CFA BRIGADES in the hills north of Warrandyte are holding a Fire
Fest to raise funds for vital equipment.
The event will enable the local community to come together and
say “thankyou” to all the volunteer firefighters, which tirelessly
dedicate their valuable time to help protect our local communities
far and wide.
For the inaugural Fire Fest, organisers have identified four local
brigades that will benefit and participate in the event, Kangaroo
Ground, Panton Hill, St Andrews and the Christmas Hills.
These four brigades have historically been known as “The Hills”
brigades, and Fire Fest committee member John Elliot says they
look forward to re-connecting and identifying these brigades with
their previous history and relationship.
Inspired by Warrandyte’s Fireball, the organising committee
spoke with the Captain of Kangaroo Ground, who said that The
Hills townships do not have as many opportunities to get together
as a community than is found in Warrandyte, so that it would
be fantastic to have an event that would bring the community
together.
John told the Diary that like most fire brigades, the Hills Brigades
are in need of additional equipment beyond what the CFA can
provide.
“Items such as thermal-imaging cameras, breathing apparatus,
or upgrades to trucks and station facilities have been identified by
each brigade,” said John.
The event will be a much more laid-back affair than has been seen
for Fireball, but John says they are just as serious about supporting
the great work the CFA brigades do.
On the day there will be food trucks, live entertainment, a silent
auction, and other fundraising activities.
Fire Fest are currently seeking donated items to be raffled and
auctioned off on the day.
“Any item, service or donation great or small will be greatly
received,” said John.
For further information regarding sponsorship and donation
options contact either Lia Williams at lia@easthillestate.com.au
or John Elliott at solesaver141@gmail.com.
The event will be held on Sunday November 17 from 12pm–6pm
at the Easthill Estate winery in Kangaroo Ground.
Tickets are $80, which includes an insulated wine glass, a
delicious lunch, and a complimentary beverage.
The wine glasses are also available from the Hurstbrigde and
Eltham Bendigo Bank for $10 each and all the money raised will
go towards the “Hills” CFAs.

Mental health Q&A
MENTAL HEALTH will be discussed at a forum to be held at Now
and Not Yet café.
The event will be facilitated by artist and former mental health
worker Tim Read.
“Within my own personal and professional experience, I believe
that for the most part our clinical mental health services are stretched
and broken”, said Tim.
“For this reason we are running a Mental Heath Q and A
Community Event.”
Tim says he anticipates an open and honest discussion on anything
mental health related.
To facilitate this, the evening will include a panel of Mental Health
professionals with experience varying from doctorates in psychology
to a counsellor registered as Victoria’s first forest therapist,” he said.
“I have long held the view that help, guidance and support for those
suffering mental illness, and their families and friends, needs to start
at a community level,” said Tim.
The evening will include a Q&A, which will explore a broad range
of territory covering all issues affecting mental health.
Tuesday, October 15 7:45pm–9:30pm
Coffee and Cake night at Now and Not Yet Cafe
148 to 150 Yarra Street Warrandyte
Cost $5 including coffee/tea/cake

DIARY MINI ADS
CLEANER REQUIRED

for Warrandyte Mechanics Hall
for four hours/week.
For more details,
contact Hall Caretaker
Callum on 0423 593 559 or
wmiaabookings@gmail.com.

LIVE LOCAL, SHOP LOCAL

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540
Tickets for the even are on sale now at www.trybooking.com/
book/event?eid=557861
With only 300 tickets available, the event is sure to sell out, so
get in quick.

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Greta’s hero

FOLLOWING last month’s story about assistance dog Greta who
ran off during a walk along the Yarra, we are pleased to say that
Scott Valentine, the Good Samaritan who helped recover Greta
has made contact with the Diary and has been in touch with
dog owner Jan Permezel.
“Thank you so much !!!!!” said Jan, “what a wonderful result.
“It is so good to actually be able to say thank you to Scott.
“I really appreciate your help in this — it just shows how
valuable a local paper is!” she said.
From the team at the Diary, we are pleased everything worked
out so well and applaud Scott for his efforts.

Community Chest is a space where not-for-profit groups in and around Warrandyte can promote their forthcoming
events and their volunteer needs.
If you would like to share something with the community, email editor@warrandytediary.com.au with “Commuity Chest”
in the subject line for our listing guidelines.

CYRIL

By PAUL WILLIAMS

two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

0488 994 669

2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com
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Art on show at the Mechanics’ Hall

By SANDI MILLER
WARRANDYTE Mechanic’s Institute
and Arts Association (WMIAA) Visual
Arts group and the Warrandyte Pottery
Group combined to hold an art
exhibition at the Mechanics’ Institute
over the last weekend of September.
The exhibition was the first the group
has held for some years.
Member of the Visual Arts Group,
Marion Cooper felt is was time to hold
another one.
“They used to hold the exhibition
annually, through Marjorie Beecham,
but of course it hasn’t been going for
about twenty years, and then I came
and said, ‘why can’t we’, so I stuck my
neck out and it’s been great,” Marion
said.
Amanda Sgourakis is the daughter
of Henry and Marjorie Beecham, the
founders of the WMIAA Pottery Group
and says that under her parents, the
exhibitions used to be a regular event.
“Marjorie used to run it every year
until 2000 when dad died and she lost
heart, it was enormous she used to
set up the whole thing, and we have
done a few displays, but this is the first
exhibition for a while,” Amanda said.
There are several groups that make
up the WMIAA, with the most popular
being the theatre company, but there
is also craft, visual arts, pottery, and
music groups.
The groups all run regular sessions
across the week, with the theatre
company holding several productions
each year; musically, the Chocolate
Lilies choir meet each Monday; as do
the craft group, the visual arts hold two
sessions each Friday, life drawing and
still life workshops; while the potters
meet on a Tuesday and Wednesday in
the old fire station adjacent to the hall.
“We are all one group and we have a
meeting once a month,” said Amanda,
“so we pay an annual subscription to
the Arts Association which helps to

run the hall.
“This activity helps sustain the
Mechanics’ Institute hall and keeps a
vibrant arts community alive.
“In 1978 the hall looked like it
was due for demolition, and now it
looks like a going concern, it’s got a
welcoming bright feel, a lovely garden,
and it is a part of the community.
“It is not about tourists, if the tourists
enjoy it that is nice, but it is about the
community,” she said.
When Marjorie died the structure of
the pottery group changed.
“We are running it as a co-op rather
than having a person run it — there
are 22 of us and we all have delegated
jobs over the Tuesday and Wednesday,
so hopefully mum would be proud,”
said Amanda.
Amanda went on to talk about how
the group is its own community within
the community.
“It is not just about pottery — we
have gardening, cooking, we all help
each other with whatever we are going
through and it is amazing comradery.
“The Pottery group have a diverse
range of members, ranging in age
from their 20s to their oldest member
who is 101.
“It is not about your age, it is what
you do — that was mum’s motto, it’s
what she lived by — she was a bit of
a lout.”
Marion says that holding the
exhibition has been a very positive
experience.
“It is great just having your work
up and just seeing it up in this sort of
environment, instead of in a room on
the floor, and it makes you accountable
for what you are doing once it gets
framed,” she said.

Yarra Reflections - Westerfolds by JUNE McINTOSH

To join the Warrandyte
Mechanics’ Institute and Arts
Association, or visit their website at
warrandytehallarts.asn.au

Calling all
calendar
girls

Ashen by RON RYDZ

WARRANDYTE THEATRE Company
will be holding auditions on October
20 and 23 for their up-and-coming
production of Calendar Girls.
Director Susan Rundle is looking to
cast a range of characters.
There are eight female and four male
roles.
Ages range from 45–70, except
Photographer (30s) and Elaine and
Liam (20s).
Cast would be required to affect a
Northern England or Neutral English
accent.
The production’s season will run from
March 20 to April 4, 2020.
For enquiries regarding script and
auditions: theatre@psrundle.com

SAFER POWERLINES
TO REDUCE THE RISK
OF BUSHFIRES
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Flash Fiction
IN AUGUST, the Diary opened
their inboxes to the young
storytellers of Warrandyte.
Through collaboration with
local schools, the Diary invited
the communit y ’s aspiring
authors and poets in practice
to send us their work.
We have now acquired a
collection of stories and poems
and are happy to share them
with you in this edition.

Story telling is an important
part of modern life, whether we
are using stories to report on the
news or entertaining our friends
and family with our fiction — the
ability to use words is a powerful
tool and we encourage all adults
and children to practice using
them more often.
You can also read the collected
works on our website:
w a r r a n d y t e d i a r y. c o m . a u /
flashfiction.

The Meaning of Life
By MAYA
HELLO, MY name is Maya and I’m
in year 5/6B at Anderson’s Creek
Primary School.
I decided to write something
that I believe in very much. I
want to share this topic with my
community to show that you don’t
need expensive things, or fame to
live the best life you possibly can.
People imagine what a grand life
would be like. For many people,
they close their eyes and picture
gold coins and priceless jewels,
they imagine big houses and
endless riches. When people think
of a wonderful life, they think of
only what they do not have.
They think they don’t have
enough to be happy.
But is that the right way to
live life? For me, I believe that a
grand life involves happiness and

support all around you, to be loved
and cherished for not what you
have, but for who you are.
There are many people that
think of a grand life as a world
that would have no war or running
water in their country, things we
all take for granted in first world
countries.
There are people that live in
poverty and in sickness but they
do not wish for any more than
they have.
They feel that they have all they
need to live a grand life, and the
reason why is because they have
gratitude, love and kindness
around them.
Things you don’t need riches
to have, things that are the most
important feelings to keep you
living a joyful, grand life.

Our true world
By RUBY 5/6B
HERE IS A story that needs to be told,
It’s bitter and icy, like the Antarctic cold.
Our world is dying, slowly each day,
And there’s something I’d just like to say.
We think we know so much, in every inch, in every space.
But we don’t know much about this wondrous place.
Deep in the ocean our colourful coral,
Is dying away from spills of oil.
Inside the jungle there’s chatter and caper,
But it’s getting cut down for cardboard and paper.
The polluted air, in which we breathe,
Is chocking all our plants and trees.
By the beach on our golden sands,
Is a whole heap of rubbish, plastic and cans.
So us as humans, we need to act fast,
If we want our world to last.
To save our world we need many hands,
You don’t need to be our biggest fans.
I think this statement is more than true,
The little changes start with you.

Rhyming poems
By ERIN 3/4R
My grandma sent me to the store
To buy a nice new dress
I came home with a boot and a
giant obsess
My daddy sent me to the store
To buy a pair of shorts
I came home with a book and
some courts
My sister sent me to the store
To buy a brand new cat
I came home with some jeans
and a bright pink hat
My parents sent me to the store
To buy a kitchen sink
I came home with a dog and
t-shirt that was pink
My cousin sent me to the store
To buy a second-hand computer
I came home with a tree-house
and a producer.

By PAIGE 3/4R
My aunty sent me to the store,
To buy a pretty dress.
I came home with a parachute,
And a giant mess.
My puppy sent me to the store,
To buy some yummy treats.
I came home with a drum kit,
And some really good beats.
My grandma sent me to the store,
To buy some brand new dentures.
I came home with a pack of
screws,
And some rusty wrenches.
My sister sent me to the store,
To buy a bright pink skirt.
I came home with a cactus,
And a torn up shirt.
My grandpa sent me to the store,
To buy some new black braces.
I came home with a pair of socks,
And some purple laces.

My brother’s room Gorgons
By CAMERON

My brother’s room, what a nightmare!
It’s so messy it’s like a tsunami of clothes, toys, rubbish
and painful Lego.
My brother’s room, what a nightmare!
My Mum shouts “clean it up!”
My Dad bellows “clean it up, it is like a dump!”
What does my brother do?
NOTHING!!!!!!!
It’s like he controls the Lego, it finds its way to the softest
part of my foot.
And sinks its Lego teeth into my flesh.
I scream and kick.
My brother’s room, what a nightmare!
I don’t know how he gets around it.
His bed has not been washed like in a millennia.
It’s so dirty you might catch malaria!
The walls haven’t been washed or the celling or the
smelly carpet.
One day I called the pest control to the room.
They couldn’t clean it because it smells like toxic.
The room is finally clean.
One day later the room is messy AGAIN!

By LAURA and TAHLIA

ONCE IN Greek Myths, there were
three hideous, mischief making
monsters. They were called…
The Gorgons!
Stheno, Euryale and Medusa!
Now, these three monsters were,
almost unstoppable, flesh-eating
horrendous creatures.
With a glance of the eye, you
would be turned to stone. Their
snake-like hair could kill you in
one bite. Their long claws could
rip you to pieces.
Stheno and Euryale, are the
daughters of the evil Echidna and
Typhon. That means they are both
immortal.
But, Medusa was considered
mortal because people believed
that her parents were, Phorkys
and Keto.
That was why in the Greek
Myths, Perseus was able to kill
Medusa by slicing off her head
with a long sharp sword or scythe.
But once, when Medusa was
like every other Olympian, her
beauty attracted Poseidon, the
god of the sea, and had an affair
with him. Then, Athena found
out and turned Medusa into that
monstrous creature, but as you
may know, the three creatures
always stood by each other’s
side and Stheno and Euryale got
turned into the hideous monsters!
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The five wheres of the nomad

RETIREMENT has not slowed the
irrepressible CORALIE SOUVATZIS.
Since leaving Warrandyte Primary
School last year, Coralie has hit the
road, exploring places near and far.
Coralie sent the Diary this account
of her recent travels in the Red
Centre.
It’s early August and I am standing at
the base of what is probably the most
iconic and controversial of all Aussie
icons... Uluru.
I am contemplating, as are all the
others standing or seated around us,
should I or should I not climb this
monolith one last time.
Let me take you back to that cold,
damp six degree Warrandyte morning
in July.
It’s 9:30am and we are pulling out
of the drive in our Grand Vitara 4x4
(herein known as Stubby due to its low
clearance) our Avan (herein known as
Cubby) and my husband (herein know
as Hubby).
Armed with my camping necessities,
I am ready!
Hubby asks am I sure I haven’t
forgotten anything, and did I find
room to pack any food.
I think he is being sarcastic, so I
choose to ignore him.
It’s been over a year since we
discussed returning to “The Alice” and
revisit the places of our last journey
out here over 20 years ago, and to find
some warmth.
Little did we realise or know at this
time, that ALL roads were leading us
to Uluru before climbing the rock was
officially banned.
So… back to the journey.
Our first night camp was at Pink
Lakes (Murray Sunset National Park)
a brilliant (free) campsite.
The algae in the lake cause the pink
tinges and it’s a stunning area, much
salt mining was done here back in the
day and easy walks around the four
lakes provide evidence of that era.
Over the SA border (be sure to
drop or eat your fruit/veggies or it’s
8am picnics by the roadside), on to
Morgan again a lovely free campsite
this side of the barge on the banks of
the Murray River.
Continuing and restocking at
Peterborough we finally reached the
A87 to Port Augusta, restocked with
the necessities again (the beer and
bubbles had run out) and the trek
northwards was officially on.
North of Port Augusta we had to
pull up at a roadside stayover, not my
favourite places, at 5pm there was only
three of us in it.
By morning, being alongside the
highway, where everyone was in need
of another sleep and a strong coffee, it
had become a suburb.
Farther along the road, Woomera

was truly “a blast from the past”.
A step back to time to the 60s.
The town is now open to us nonmilitary personal.
Visit the Rocket Park to see where
space junk and former test rockets lie.
They are still actively using this site
for “testing stuff” and so the Stuart
highway was officially closed for 12
hours a day for the following week.
The award for “the weirdest place
in Australia” goes to... Coober Pedy!
When we first visited here 43
years ago, there was a handful of
underground houses, a petrol station,
mine field remnants (as in opal, not
in bombs) dotted around, and where
there were once hundreds of shafts,
they now number in the thousands.
Coober Pedy has become a fullyfledged town — more than trebled
in size — with houses, businesses,
people and especially mining activity.
They proudly boast they have over
45 different nationalities working and
living in the town.
The Umoona Opal Mine tour was
amazing and l recommend it.
It reaches 53 degrees here in
summer, thankfully not on the days
we were staying.
Although the moonlike landscape
is unusual and strangely stunning,
especially out at The Breakaways
region, I won’t be moving here
anytime soon.
Hubby and I enjoyed our time here
during the day.
However, the night had a whole
other feel to it, and to me it wasn’t
comfortable.
Water is still a precious rare
commodity out here, bit like opal
finds, you pay $1.00 for 30 litres and
at most caravan parks you pay extra if
you want a shower.
Next morning, Hubby brushed the
Coober Pedy dust from our shoes,
and out of Cubby and Stubby, and
we headed back out to the Stuart
Highway.
We next pulled over at Marryat RV
road stop.
We went behind the carpark down
into the river-bed where, evidence
showed us, hundreds have gone
before.
Sitting by the fire, eating damper,
drinking bubbly, waving to campers
nearby, we all watched as road trains
thundered north, slowly taking the
day with them.
We travellers know we are all “ships
in the night” and won’t meet up
again, but for that brief time we are all
travelling north on the A87, and that
is enough for us to form a bond with
a beer around a campfire, along with
the usual “Five Wheres”:
• Where have you been?
• Where are you going?
• Where are you from?

• Where have you camped?
• Where’s the cheapest petrol?
So here I am finally seeing Uluru
from the highway, rising over 348
metres from the red, sandy desert, for
first time in 20 plus years, and I don’t
know why, but I tear up.
I seem to get so overwhelmed by the
beauty of nature.
However, this truly is a special,
unique, awe inspiring, even spiritual
place.
I just cannot describe in words —
without going to the thesaurus — the
beauty and overpowering majesty of
Uluru.
You can feel it, it is almost tangible,
certain places just touch you to your
very soul.
As you sit and contemplate or walk
around Uluru you are sure you can feel
and hear the Ancients besides you as
you step in their most sacred places.
Surely, it’s the whispering winds that
carry their stories, and if you stop look
around and listen, l am sure you will
hear them too.
Kata Tjuta (formerly The Olgas) also
are equally as stunning in their beauty
and a must see.
Now only two walks remain here.
There is a lovely easy walk called
Walpa Gorge I recommend.
Another being The Valley of the
Winds, I did it 25 years ago so figured
I didn’t have to repeat it.
Hubby recommends you go to the
second lookout and then return the
same way.
At Uluru you can visit the fantastic
Information/Interpretive Centre and
then walk the 13.5kms around the
base, which is what we did, just try not
to get run over by Segways.
It’s true that in some areas it no
longer feels like The Outback and you
have more chances of being hit by a
tourist bus, or knocked over by a group
photo shoot than you have of being
bitten by a snake, kicked by a kangaroo
or outrun by an emu.
I spoke with many people on my
trip as to their opinions regarding the
“closure” of Uluru and the request
of the Anunga peoples that they not
climb.
They were varied and there were
those who had no opinions but stated:
“why does it have to be yours OR mine
why can’t it be ours and we share it, it
is part of your culture but it is also part
of our culture!?”
I am wishing I had seriously
researched all this before I did this
trip however, now I am home, I have
done some further reading and am at
peace with our decision.
We chose NOT to climb.
And on the winds heard the Old
Ones whisper “Thank you!”
I will return to visit for a fifth time…
I just know it.
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Ask
Carolyn

Beautiful Bali
I’m thinking of travelling to Bali later this
year as it seems so popular with Australians,
but as I haven’t been before I’m wondering
what to expect?
— Suzanne from Warrandyte
You can expect the four S’s of course — Sun, Sea,
Sand and Shopping!
But seriously, these are only a few of the
amazing things this lovely island has to offer,
especially if you venture a bit further afield to see more of
the “real Bali”.
There really is something for everyone in Bali.
Whether you’re after a nice relaxing holiday, a cultural
journey, a foodie experience to rival any, or simply to shop
until you drop, Bali gives you this in one place, and all just
a short five-and-a-half hour flight from Melbourne.
The beauty of Bali is that it has everything — mountains,
jungle, beaches, world class restaurants, insightful cultural
tours, nightlife for the young, and the young at heart, and
let’s not forget the amazing variety of stunning hotels,
resorts and villas, from budget to Five Star plus.
The Balinese people play a big part in the destination
as well.
They are the most gentle, beautiful and friendly people
you could ever come across, with a culture that is steeped
in both tradition, and the Hindu religion that is at the heart
of village life.
If you have the time, a venture beyond Bali offers further
amazing possibilities.
Nearby you have Lombok and the Gili Islands, offering a
more relaxed alternative to the busier areas of Bali.
Further afield you have the famous Buddhist temple
of Borobudur, Mount Bromo (one of Indonesia’s active
volcanoes), or a relaxing cruise down a crystal clear river
in Kalimantan, watching the world go by, with chances to
see orangutans in their natural habitat.
My next venture to Bali and its surrounding islands will
be on a three masted sailing ship visiting the home of the
Komodo Dragon — food for thought!
Travel Tip
Organising travel insurance is an essential part of
preparing for your overseas trip.
If you can’t afford travel insurance, you can’t afford to
travel.
Make sure your travel insurance covers all medical
expenses for injury or illness, as well as theft of valuables,
damage to baggage and cancellations or interruptions to
flight plans.
Choose the policy that best suits your individual needs.
Check the policy’s exclusions, including how it deals with
pre-existing illnesses.
Make sure your insurance covers you for all of your
activities for the entire length of your trip, noting the policy’s
requirements for adventure sports and hiring vehicles such
as motorcycles.
Carolyn Allen is our local travel agent
Warrandyte Travel and Cruise
Email her at:
carolyn@warrandtyetravel.com.au
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The holistic benefits of pets in education
education
By NIETA MANSER
FOUR MONTHS AGO, my children
and I brought a new addition into
our family.
A puppy, Buddy, came into our lives
and his presence has brought endless
joy to my children, who loved him
instantly.
He was a symbol of new beginnings
for my family who had been through
a difficult time after a long divorce
process and from ages 21 down to 9
years old, each of my children have
found companionship and comfort
in him.
For me, I came to see the huge
impact a dog can have on children
and wondered if there was validity
in the growing idea that education
support dogs, or therapy dogs, can
assist in the wellbeing of children
and impact on student outcomes in
schools.
While some Victorian schools are
training up therapy dogs, it is still far
from being a common practice.
Those that use therapy dogs in
schools say they have a positive
impact on the social and emotional
wellbeing of children.
It is a huge commitment for a school
to undertake as there are many
logistical considerations as well as
specialised training involved.
Nevertheless, the research seems to
be growing and the evidence certainly
suggests that therapy dogs may have
a place for some educational settings.
On the surface it seems a little like a
fad but upon digging further, I came
to understand that interacting with
animal’s influences social interaction
between humans and impacts on
other important related factors, such
as building trust, empathy, reducing

aggression, and increasing a positive
mindset.
Whilst the actual impact dogs
can have on learning is difficult to
measure it is believed that children
working with therapy dogs experience
increased motivation for learning,
resulting in improved outcomes.
Creating conditions necessary
for learning to be at its optimum is
important, but what about the ability
to reduce anxiety or stress in our
children?
A recently released report into
escalating emotional problems across
middle-aged children says that at the
ages of six to seven, 14 per cent of
Australian children had noticeably
high levels of emotional problems.
There are roughly 1.5 million
children aged six to seven going to
school in Australia.
This means around 200,000 of
them are dealing with some kind of
emotional problem at a very early age.
Sadly, this figure is likely to climb
and schools are now faced with
having to find ways to help young
children navigate through a myriad
of complex issues.
Therapy dogs have been shown to
reduce stress physiologically (cortisol
levels) by triggering oxytocin — a
hormone that increases trust in
humans.
One European research study
on the effects of human-animal
interaction investigated the impact
a dogs presence had on children
performing different tasks.
They discovered that a group of
developmentally delayed and a
group of normally developed children
performed faster in a motor skill task
with the same accuracy when a dog
was present than when no dog was
present.
The theory was that the presence of
the dog led to increased relaxation

and a reduction of stress whilst
completing the task.
This report concluded that animal
assistance in therapy and education
may have a multitude of positive
effects on children.
This seems to be supported by my
own experiences when I was recently
Acting Principal.
Buddy was a very small puppy at
that time and he accompanied me
to school for a few days while the
electricity was off in our street during
the cold winter months.
As students, staff and parents came
to see me to talk to address their

problems; all of them took Buddy
onto their lap and softly stroked him
as they talked to me.
Certainly, a dog cannot solve all the
complex issues that surround young
people today.
But, whatever their concerns on that
day as they held Buddy in my office,
I observed the level of anxiety in
them drop considerably as they took
comfort in this little creature, who
wanted nothing from them in return.
If nothing else, his presence served
to create an environment that was
supportive and safe, something that
is paramount in schools today.

Active
transport
HUNDREDS of students across
Manningham are kick starting
the final term of the year with a
healthier and greener commute by
taking part in VicHealth’s Walk to
School program.
Thirteen primary schools from
Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga
Park and beyond are taking part in
the Walk to School initiative, with
the mission to get kids walking,
riding and scooting to school and
build healthy habits for life.
Manningham Mayor Cr Paula
Piccinini said walking, riding or
scooting to school was an easy way
to make physical activity part of
students’ daily life.
“It can have a positive effect on
children’s emotional wellbeing
by encouraging independence,
increase confidence in road safety
and opportunities to chat with
friends and families,” she said.
“It’s also a much more sustainable
way to travel, reducing traffic and
emissions.”
This year’s program follows the
success of 2018 where more than
140,000 students across Victoria
took part in Walk to School month
in an effort to get active on the way
to and from school.
To s u p p o r t t h e p r o g r a m ,
Manningham Council is assisting
participating schools to hold events
to celebrate the program.
Some of the school events planned
include Crazy Sock Wednesdays,
healthy morning teas and whole
school workouts.
Drivers are reminded to t ake extra
care on the roads in the coming
weeks as students head back to
school.
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An enriching experience
ACPS goes Italian
By NIETA MANSER
IT WAS NO ordinary day at Anderson’s
Creek Primary School when Mrs “Big
Pocket” and her team of pasta makers
arrived for Italian Day.
With students dressed as Italian
icons or in the colours of the Italian
flag, there was a buzz in the air about
what the day would bring.
It was smiles all around during the
interactive pasta-making workshop,
bocce on the oval and watercolours
in Art.
Student’s spent the day experiencing
many Italian cultural activities as part
of their Italian Language program.
The Italian team arrived at 7am to
begin converting the Arts Centre into
a grand banquet hall, with rows and
rows of tables set up for making fresh
tagliatelle.
But first the owner and operator of
the educational incursion business,
Mrs Tascone (meaning “big pocket”
in Italian), captured the imagination of
the students with her story about the
immigration of an Italian family after
World War II.
In sharing the hardships of the
journey, she revealed that the Nonna
of this particular family had reflected
later in her life on what she had to leave
behind in Italy.
Mrs Tascone revealed that the most
important things she had brought
from Italy, besides her family, were her
Italian traditions.
With that story in their minds, the
students were inspired to create their
very own pasta delights.
Italian teacher, Ginevra DeBenedetti,
envisioned this year’s Italian day
to be an event the students would
remember.
Sh e a r ra ng e d f o r Big Po cke t
Educational Incursions to attend for

the day and in multi-aged groups,
everyone worked with a buddy to each
create their own batch of tagliatelle
to take home and eat with the family.
“I wanted to capture the Italian
culture by having the students
experience the fun of making pasta
and then sharing it with their loved
ones,” says Ms DeBenedetti.
“But perhaps the highlight of the
day for many was when the Gelato
van arrived!”

“Under the sea”

WHS takes on Disney’s The Little Mermaid
By JOSEPH CARUANA
WA R R A N D Y T E H I G H S c h o o l
recently presented The Little Mermaid
as their annual drama production.
It was a huge success and utterly
engaging, refreshing and entertaining.
The students performed four shows
in early September, as well as a special
morning show for audiences from
Anderson’s Creek and Kangaroo
Ground Primary Schools.
Following the morning show, the
primary school students had the
opportunity to meet some of the cast
and ask them questions.
It was a fantastic opportunity and
provided the young audience with
an insight into what is involved
when putting together a high school
musical.
I just can’t decide which was my
favourite scene or who was my
favourite character — it was so
professionally put together!

It was fantastic seeing students from
Year 7 through to Year 12 involved,
both on stage and back stage.
In true community style, a plethora
of teachers, current and former
students as well as volunteer parents
gave up so many hours of their time
to help make this a memorable
experience for our students.
W hat w i l l t h e 2 0 2 0 mu s i ca l
production be?
Now that is the question!
The picture (left) features some of
the main cast, including the Little
Mermaid herself, the Prince and the
King of the Seas, the Little Mermaid’s
father!
Cast members back row, left to
right: Lucy Bice, Skye Gedye,
Alicia Alvarez, Keely McShane,
Jemma Prescott, Isabella
Weichard, Evangeline Kohler
Front Row: Nic Dodds, Aidan
Prescott, Bardia Firoozi

By WARRANDYTE HIGH SCHOOL
THE ROTARY YOUTH Program of
ENrichment (RYPEN) is a 2.5 day
residential camp for 15–16 year olds.
Through team building activities,
attendees develop skills in leadership,
teamwork, communication, decision
making, relationship building and
the importance of contributing to
local community.
Year 10 students Emma Dodds, May
Griffiths and Fletcher Konynenburg,
attended the last RYPEN camp at
Mount Evelyn in September and
submitted these accounts of their
time there for the Diary.
The RYPEN camp was an enriching
experience that enabled me to meet
many amazing people.
When we arrived at the RYPEN
camp we were kindly greeted and
then taught some engaging get to
know you activities.
After that, we were put into our
colour group and we got to meet our
colour group leader and mentor,
who guided us through the camp.
After dinner, all of the groups
made their own team flag which
we used to cheer on our team
throughout the rest of the camp.
Following this was a trivia quiz
where we worked in our teams to
answer the questions.
These activities were a lot of fun
and they enabled us to get to know
our team mates and begin to build
friendships with them.
The next day we began with a range
of energiser and trust activities.
We talked about what personal
identity means.
This was very interesting as
everyone had lots of relevant
information to add to the
conversation.
Then we got back into our colour
groups for lunch before beginning
Mission RYPEN, which involved
e a ch g roup rot ating around
different activities, trying to earn
the most points through teamwork
and skill.
All of these points contributed to
our 100 acts of kindness task, where
we aimed to get the most points in
order to win money for the charity
of our groups choosing.
The last day began with an activity
called Napoleon’s Castle which was
set up like an escape room.
In our groups, we had to solve a
range of puzzles in order to win.
This was a lot of fun as we all got to
share our ideas and work together.
A presentation of certificates and
an opportunity to say goodbye to
all of our new friends also featured.
I really enjoyed this camp and
would recommend it to everyone.
It was an engaging experience that

From left: Emma Dodds, May Griffiths, Jessica Zheng, Sotir
Stojanovic, Fletcher Konynenburg (absent Williams Matthews)

allowed us to meet many new people
and work together through a range
of activities that were not only fun,
but educational.
I have made so many friends
throughout this camp who I will
definitely keep in contact with and
I have made heaps of memories that
I will never forget.
—Emma
Ev e r y on e i n my g roup wa s
absolutely amazing and so friendly.
Each group had a mentor and
a leader and red groups were so
friendly and caring.
Every single activity we did at the
camp was thoroughly planned out
and everyone put so much effort
into it.
We participated in trust and
communication activities on the
first night with our group.
The next day (Saturday) we played
more games and we also did Mission
RYPEN — a group of activities
that entailed rock climbing, crate
stacking and climbing, low ropes
course, water balloons, scavenger
hunts and shadow charades.
Saturday night we had a dance
party with the theme “through the
decades”.
It was so much fun and everyone
dressed up in some way or form.
We then had a late night campfire
where we all sang songs.
Sadly our camp did have to come
to an end, but we learnt so many
useful lessons, and made so many
fun memories.
I would love to say thanks to
Rotary Club for sponsoring us and
to Warrandyte High School for
giving me this opportunity.
To anyone who is considering
doing the camp, I would definitely
encourage you to do it!
—May

I am truly glad I went on this
camp and got to meet some brilliant
people.
On the first day I arrived, I was
given a name tag and sat down on
a table with people that I didn’t
know at all.
But during the camp, we
participated in numerous team
bonding and trust activities with
each other.
After those activities, the gap
between the other people in my team
and I started to close and we began
to become close friends even after
just three days up in Mount Evelyn.
It truly was a wonderful time I had
and I strongly recommend others to
give it a go.
You get to meet new people and
perhaps become good friends with
people who were complete strangers
to you.
I am hoping to apply next year
to be a leader for a team with new
people.
—Fletcher
The Mount Evelyn RYPEN camp is
run by Rotary District 9810, which
is part of Rotary International,
extending “from the bay to the hills”
and beyond.
Rotary International has created
a network of volunteers all over the
world, working on humanitarian
p ro j e c t s a i m e d at i m p rov i n g
community health, education and
safety.
RYPEN is an important part of
this network, teaching the youth of
today how to be compassionate adult
leaders of tomorrow.
RYPEN would not be possible
without the dedication and passion of
its adult leaders, comprising of former
RYPEN participants and members
of local Rotary Clubs including
Manningham and Templestowe.
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Giving back as a family
By SUSAN FOREMAN
MANY WARRANDYTE families care
about others and are often among the
first to lend a hand.
The Upstream Foundation’s family
is no different in this respect, having
annually spent a great deal of time
trying to give charities a leg up.
The foundation searches for charities
that need assistance with projects
and aims to provide a mechanism to
raise the funds using the Upstream
Challenge event.
The a2 Milk Upstream Challenge will
be held on Saturday, November 9.
With two distances on offer; starting
at either Goschs Paddock (50km) in the
city, or Yarra Flats (20km), participants
follow the Yarra River upstream,
following the Main Yarra Trail and
Mullum Mullum Trail to finish near
Mullum Mullum Reserve, in Donvale.
Upstream Foundation chairman
(and Warrandyte resident) Paul Gruber
explained that three generations come
together to organise the event.
“We also call on friends and local

businesses such as the Warrandyte
Community Bank, PhysioLife and
Boost Health Collective to help us plan
and put on this annual event which
raises more than $200,000.
“In the 14 years we have held the
event, participants have raised almost
$3 millon,” said Paul.
Paul went on to explain due to the
support of a2 Milk, 100 per cent of the
funds raised are able to go directly to
the charities they are supporting.
The event is also a very rewarding and
emotional experience for many of the
participants, something Paul and his
team see at the finish line, year on year.
“It can be really hard work to reach
the finish line and we see lots of smiling
faces but there are also many emotions,
with many families participating in
memory of their loved ones.
“Everyone seems to take something
special away with them from the day.
“There is a wide range of fitness levels
with some people running and others
taking their time to get to the finish
line,” said Paul.

Participants in the Upstream
Challenge this year are raising
money for The Isabella and Marcus
Paediatric Brainstem Tumour Fund,
Raise Foundation, Dignity Freedom
Network, FareShare and Her Heart.
Her Heart is a Warrandyte based
charity, focussed on raising awareness
about heart disease in women.
With this event taking place along the
banks of the Yarra River, a place very
special to many Warrandyte residents,
it is no surprise that, in previous years,
Warrandytians have chosen this event
to get fit and raise money for a good
cause.
With a local charity on board, Paul
is hoping to see more Warrandyte
residents in the starting funnel this
November.
“We’d love to have more Warrandyte
participants come along to participate
and would encourage others to extend
a hand to others in need.”
For more information or to donate
go to www.upstreamfoundation.org

Adventure time on the Yarra
By SUSAN FOREMAN
FOR THE L AST six months,
Warrandyte local James Poyner has
been assisting Melbourne based
running coach Chris Wright to
turn their love of running trails and
sharing them with others to the next
level with Chris’s innovative ecoadventure business Trail Bus.
With a philosophy of “taking you
out, beyond, and back”, Chris, James
and a small contingent of experienced
trail runners have guided groups
around bespoke trail runs everywhere
between Ararat and Lorne; Moe and
Ballarat; and anywhere in between.
The only pre-requisites that it is
within two hours of Melbourne CBD
and somewhere new, different.
After months of running all over
Victoria, it was finally time for Trail
Bus to come to Warrandyte.
James spoke to the Diary about his
excitement in finally guiding a Trail
Bus tour around Warrandyte.
“I’ve been trying to get Chris to take

a tour in Warrandyte for months.
“There are some real hidden gems
in this area, and they’re all within a
couple of kilometres of the township,”
he said.
But this tour had an additional
twist, partnering with Kaykaze
Adventure Experience, the tour
followed up a scenic 12 kilometre run
of Warrandyte’s river trails and Fourth
Hill’s gold history with a kayaking
tour from Jumping Creek Reserve to
Warrandyte Bridge.
Allowing both guides and runners
to see Warrandyte State Park and the
Yarra River from both the land and
the water in one very active Sunday
morning.
“I’ve always looked at the river
when running around Warrandyte
and wished I could just jump in a
kayak and go for a paddle — and
today, we did.
“The whole area looks very different
from water level and really reminds
you how beautiful Warrandyte State
Park is and how lucky we are to have

this on our doorstep, when we are
just an hour from Melbourne CBD,”
he said.
Followed up with lunch at the Grand
Hotel Warrandyte, the run/kayak was
not only a great outdoor adventure
in the heart of Warrandyte but a
great way to bring environmental
and nature aware tourist, and their
money, into the local economy,
making this tour good for people’s
health and our business community.
With the tour a marked success,
there is no question Trail Bus will
be back with Kaykaze Adventure
Experience in the future, perhaps
with abseiling in Whipstick Gully or
more kayaking through Warrandyte
and the surrounds.
With the weather warming up, it is
a great time to get back out there and
explore our local parks and riverways
— or if you are looking for some ideas,
why not join Trail Bus on their next
adventure.
For more information visit:
trailbus.com.au

Start of a2 Milk Upstream Challenge 2018
Courtesy Upstream Foundation
Photos: Trail Bus

Photo courtesy Kaykaze Adventure Experience

Spring into your healthy summer figure

fitness
By CHRIS SHARP
WITH THE ONSET of spring comes
a sense of relief — the mornings are
lighter, the days and nights warmer,
our outfits a little bit more colourful.
It’s also the perfect time to kick your
health and fitness regime into gear.
You may have hibernated through
winter, covered up with warm
loose clothing, stayed indoors and
comforted yourself through the chilly
temperatures.
It’s now time to get motivated and
think about looking and feeling great
this summer.
Not sure where to start?
Well, I’ve got a few ideas to get you
going!
Let’s start with the exercise.

Fitness game plan
How about a few gym sessions,
perhaps an extra one if you’ve been
training already?
Been training twice a week?
Let’s make it three!!
The body will respond in kind.
Schedule your workouts in advance
by placing them on your calendar.
Let your family know when and
where you plan to exercise and
treat your workouts like any other
appointment.
If your kids are out of school, plan
workouts when your partner or other
childcare is available.
Let your family know that your
workouts are important to you.
Stick to your schedule and enjoy the
sanctuary from family chaos!
Preparing for your workouts can
make a huge difference!
Try setting out your workout clothes
the night before and preparing your
pre-workout breakfast by setting the
timer on your coffee maker or putting
some overnight oats in the refrigerator
or slow cooker.
If you’re planning a trip to the gym,
pack your gym bag and throw it in the
car before bedtime.
These behaviours will cue you to
exercise and remove excuses!
Exercising with a friend can help
you stay accountable, even when life
gets busy.
Take some group exercise classes
with a mate, meet a fellow parent at
the park or pool, or just grab your
neighbour and go for a stroll!

Whichever activity you choose,
exercise is always more fun with a
friend.
If finding time to exercise alone or
with a friend is difficult, get your kids
involved!
Physical activities not only help you
stay healthy, but they also strengthen
family ties.
Go to the local pool, take a trip to the
park, or just play in the yard.
It’s the perfect time of the year to try
something new.
Cool down with a swim, join a yoga
or Pilates class, or go on long walks
and hiking adventures in places you’ve
been waiting to see.
Exercising in the morning can help
you stick to your goals by eliminating
excuses that creep in as the day
progresses.
Morning workouts can also boost
your mood, increase your energy, and
help you enjoy the rest of the day.
Fortunately, the summer months
are packed with sunny, cool mornings
perfect for exercise!
Try walking, running, or biking
outdoors in the beautiful weather.
But if you’re definitely not a morning
person, consider swapping that
workout to night time rather than in
the heat of the day.
Plus, working out at night can also
help boost your metabolism.
Sometimes, training for an event
can give you just the focus that you
need to get on track — fortunately the
Melbourne events calendar is bursting
with plenty of options.
There’s a plethora of 5km and a 10km

catering to runners and families alike.
Nutrition game plan
Sometimes, even if you’re training
like a machine, your nutrition can hold
you back.
If you’re struggling to see results,
looking at what you’re putting into
your body can be a good place to start.
Ask your trainer or a dietician about
scheduling in a nutrition session so
you can kick any concerns to the curb
and ensure you’re eating your way to
a better body.
Avoid meals and snacks that are
dominated by carbohydrates, protein,
or fat.
Try to make sure you are including
plenty of vegetables and/or fruit as
well.
A great start is to aim for a dinner
plate of ¼ carbohydrates, ¼ protein,
and ½ vegetables.
Look at a meal you’re making and
ask: “can I add some more veggies
to this?”
Highly processed carbohydrates and
foods high in added sugar have been
stripped of their nutrition.
They provide very little benefit
aside from spiking blood sugar which
promotes weight gain.
Eat low GI carbs like brown rice,
wholemeal bread/pasta, oats, sweet
potato, lentils, and legumes.
Drop foods with lots of added sugar
like flavoured yoghurt.
Read the ingredients list and if sugar
is in the first four ingredients then run
for the hills!
The key to being successful is good
planning!

Try planning your meals for the
week, or even preparing some meals
or ingredients.
Have access to easy and quick
healthy options so you don’t reach for
the snacks.
All of this will make it easier for you
to stick to your diet.
Set some goals
Focus on goals that alter your
behaviour.
We set goals around our professional
life, financial life etc, but rarely for our
behaviours.
Don’t set outcome goals like “I’m
going to lose five kilograms” instead
try and set a behaviour-based goal.
Examples include: “I will plan my
meals for the week”, “I will swap the
soft drink for water”.
Water is always one of the best health
boosters so make every effort to stay
hydrated.
Far too many of us don’t drink the
recommended two litres of water per
day, but it’s so important if you want
to get through your workout effectively
and safely.
On top of the well-known hydration
benefits, water carries nutrients around
our bodies, increases metabolism, and
helps us digest food.
So, get drinking.
You now have some tools to help you
get started.
Don’t delay it any longer!
Chris Sharp owns, operates and
trains at rivvaPT
4-5/266 Yarra St Warrandyte.
Ph. 0419 553 058
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Get on track with Little Athletics
By ED MUNKS
THE LITTLE Athletics summer season
will commence on October 5, with
age groups ranging from U6 through
to U16.
The U6 and U7s On Track program
operates on Saturday mornings
between 8:30am and 9:30am with
skills programs and races.
The On Track athletes can also
compete during the season in a
competition format similar to the older
U8–U16 athletes, with events such as
70m, 100m, Long Jump and Shot Put.
These competition meets are held
on various Friday nights commencing
at 6pm and when conducted, replace
the regular Saturday morning program.
Anyone who wants to come and try
Little Athletics can do two free tryouts
before they have to pay, you just need
to register with the Doncaster Little
Athletics Centre first.
The On Track program is co-

ordinated by local hurdler and sprinter
Nicole Reynolds who also coaches the
Yarra Valley Grammar School athletics
track team.
Any questions regarding the On
Track program can be directed
t o Ni c o l e by e ma i l i n g h e r at :
ontrack@doncasterlac.org.au
The U8–U16 interclub competitions
are generally held on Saturday
mornings starting at 8:30am.
Friday nights competitions start at
6pm.
Training is during the week on both
Mondays and Wednesdays between
4:30pm and 6:30pm for all U8– U16
athletes.
The athletic season offers relay
competitions, regional and state
competitions as well as Inter Centre
and state multi-events.
Doncaster Little Athletics Centre
also offers the Crystal Creek coaching
camp where young athletes spend the
weekend at Crystal Creek along with

athletes from other centres from across
Victoria.
Specialist coaching and lots of fun to
be had by all and this year the camp
for U11–U16 athletes is being held
across the weekend of November 30
to December 1.
The East Doncaster Little Athletics
Club is located at the Tom Kelly
athletics track at George Street and
welcomes new members.
Online registration is made easy by
going to the Little Athletics Victoria
website at www.lavic.com.au
Click the “Register Now” button
Choose New Members
Choose Doncaster Little Athletics
Centre
Choose East Doncaster LAC
Little athletics is open to anyone
under the age of 16, of all abilities,
and everyone is welcome, for more
information on East Doncaster Little
Athletics club please contact Karl Iuel
on 0488 447 426.

RC1 Runners-Up
Warrandyte 3 – 12
def. by Ivanhoe 7 – 13

D4-2 Runners-Up
Warrandyte 4 – 13
def. by Eltham 19 – 15

DD Runners-Up
Warrandyte 6 – 28
def. by Ivanhoe 10 – 41

RD1-2 Premiers
Warrandyte 4 – 16
def. Marcellin 2 – 8

Under 11 Boys
DD Premiers
Warrandyte 3 – 29
def. Banyule 9 – 25

Under 15 Boys
A Reserve Runners-Up
(In Overtime)
Warrandyte 1 – 37
def. by Bulleen 1 – 42

Warrandyte Basketball Club’s 2019 Grand Final Results
By BRIONY WYLDE
SEPTEMBER has been a massive and
exciting month for the Warrandyte
Basketball Association.
As reported last month, finals fever
had hit town with the Victorian Junior
Basketball League and Eastern District
Junior Basketball Association’s season
coming to an end.
WBA had great representation in both
competitions with four of our Junior
Venom teams and 19 of our Redbacks
teams playing off in their respective
graded Grand Finals.
In some thrilling clashes, the season
ended with a mixed bag of results.
As an association, we could not be
more proud bringing home an amazing
nine EDJBA Premierships along with
four VJBL Runners Up and 11 EDJBA
Runners Up results.
Congratulations to all of our Grand
Finalists.
WBA are preparing for the upcoming
2019/2020 VJBL and EDJBA seasons.

VJBL Results
Under 12.1 Girls
VC Reserve Runners-Up
Warrandyte – 54
def. by Eltham – 61
Under 16.2 Girls
VJL Seven Runners-Up
Warrandyte 2 – 20
def. by Ringwood 3 – 23
Under 16.1 Boys
VJL Four Runners-Up
Warrandyte – 42
def. by Westgate – 48
Under 18.2 Boys
VJL Seven Runners-Up
Warrandyte 2 – 35
def. by Eltham 4 – 39
EDJBA Results
Under 9 Girls
C2 Premiers
Warrandyte 2 – 14
def. Bullen 4 – 11

Under 9 Boys
BA-2 Premiers
Warrandyte 1 – 26
def. Marcellin 1 – 20
BC Premiers
Warrandyte 2 – 27
def. Ivanhoe 2 – 18
Under 11 Girls
A Reserve Runners-Up
Warrandyte 1 – 29
def. by Eltham 2 – 30
C4-2 Runners-Up
Warrandyte 3 – 17
def. by Collingwood 5 – 44

Under 13 Girls
B1 Premiers
Warrandyte 1 – 53
def. Koonung 1 – 25
D4 Premiers
Warrandyte 3 – 24
def. Bulleen 2 – 22
Under 13 Boys
BD Runners-Up
Warrandyte 1 – 32
def. by Bulleen 13 – 64
BE Runners-Up
Warrandyte 2 – 31
def. by Eltham 10 – 44

CD Premiers
Warrandyte 3 – 36
def. Bulleen 15 – 19
Under 17 Boys
CB Premiers
Warrandyte 1 – 49
def. Eltham 14 – 40
CE Runners-Up
Warrandyte 2 – 19
def. by Eltham 16 – 35
Under 19 Girls
A Reserve Runners-Up
Warrandyte 1 – 31
def. by Eltham 1 – 38

MTB Charity cycle Walk this way for Movember
By WENDY SNOWBALL
EVERY YEAR Warrandyte local and
Warrandyte Mountain Bike Club
committee and member, Colin
Sharpe, organises a mountain bike
ride fundraiser with his mates, for
cancer, putting the invitation out to
club members and MTB riders alike
to join him.
This year’s event was a cracker with
over 12 willing and eager participants
joining Colin for what was an epic
three-plus hour ride out to Smith’s
Gully and back on a designated loop.
Colin’s wife Sara passed away from
cancer in 2014 and since then Colin
has been a huge advocate raising
money through cycling and running
events as well as organising movie

nights to help families of those
affected by this terrible yet all too
common disease.

By DIANNE ROBERTSON
Koonung Bushwalking Club
GETTING OUT IN the great outdoors
provides physical, emotional and
spiritual benefits.
Walking with part of a group not only
helps you get connected to nature but
also connected to community.
And this November you have an
opportunity to add yet another benefit
to your walk — supporting men’s
health as part of Movember.
Last November the Koonung
B u s hw a l k i n g C l u b h e l d t h e i r
Movember and Men’s Health Charity
Walks with over 60 participants taking
part.
T h e e v e n t s aw t h re e w a l k s,
specifically provided and graded for
all types of bushwalkers and casual

walkers who love the great outdoors.
The walks are being held again on
November 23, and this year the target
is 100 participants.
The walks will be held at Lysterfield
Lake Park, again with options for all
fitness levels.
Walk Options
Walk 1: 16kms, Grading — Medium
Walk 2: 11kms, Grading — Medium
Walk 3: 6kms, Grading — Easy
Cost for visitors is $5 to cover
insurance,
Donations can be made to
Movember, either on the day or via
the Movember website:
https://mobro.co/
koonungbushwalkers?mc=1
For more details email:
Koonungbushwalkers@gmail.com
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Oh What A Feeling...

3 out of 3 for Juniors Finals at WTC
By MAREE NEIL
JDC1 Sunday 8/9/19
HAVING EMPHATICALLY won their
home semi-final against Ferntree
Gully two sets to love (with the third
drawn) the weekend before, it was
time for Warrandyte’s Sunday JDC1
team to travel to HE Parker Reserve in
Heathmont for the Grand Final.
HE Parker Reserve’s Blue team had
led the section all season and had
accounted for Warrandyte in both of
the home and away encounters but
as this match was to play out, finals
momentum is far more important
than history.
The first set was drawn, but when
Warrandyte took the ascendancy in
the second set there was no stopping
them, running out winners with the
final two sets 5-3 6-2.
Well done Warrandyte!
JOSD2 Tuesday 10/9/19
Rain interrupted the Grand Final
of the JOSD2 Winter competition
between Warrandyte and Emerald.
The teams agreed to hold the
rescheduled match on the following
Tuesday evening.
Warrandyte made the trek up the
mountain for a second time to visit
Emerald to complete the match
tentatively kicked off in the drizzle of
Saturday morning.
The home team finished top of the

ladder, having not faced Warrandyte
all season, as Warrandyte were
promoted to the higher grade after
three unequivocal walkovers at the
start of the season in JOSD3.
The match was Warrandyte’s from
the off, as the first set of doubles
between the 1 and 2 players went
Warrandyte’s way 6-0.
The second set, between Number
3 and 4 players, saw Emerald take a
point with a close fought 6-4 to the
home team.
The singles all went Warrandyte’s
way.
The team’s number one player,
Matthew Quick, having not dropped
a singles’ set all season, continued his
domination of the court, while Kylani
Czarnecki, Sophie Gurney and Erika
Hamilton all bested their opponents.
To Emerald’s credit, the game scores
belied some very tight matches, with
several games sitting on Deuce/
Advantage for up to 10 rallies.
The final doubles pairings saw
the team’s fifth player, Owen Kelly,
swapped into the Number 4 position.
The concluding doubles matches,
with changed up pairs, saw Matthew
and Kylani make short work of
Emerald’s Number 1 and 3 players,
while Erica and Owen dropped their
set.
But it was academic by that stage with
Warrandyte taking the flag 6 sets to 2,

with an emphatic game score of 40-28.
JDC3 Saturday 14/9/19
Despite being top of the Junior
Development Competition section 3
throughout the season, Warrandyte
were pushed all the way by second
placed Wantirna Blue in their rain
delayed home final and it ultimately
came down to a 5 game set tie breaker
to take the flag.
Winning the first set 5-3 the second
set was drawn (4-4) and despite
some nervous moments, Warrandyte
managed to win the 3 games necessary
in the third set (3-5) to force the match
to a tie breaker.
The atmosphere on the clubhouse
balcony was so tense that some parents
simply could not watch!
On winning the tie breaker 4 games to
1, Junior Convenor Tony Honeyborne
had nothing but praise for both teams.
“The spirit with which the whole
match was played was a credit to
these young players at the start of
their tennis careers and every year
the standard just seems to get higher
with protracted rallies and some well
executed placement.
“It was tough handing the runners up
medals to the Wantirna players things
were so even, and the match, as you
often see in tennis at the highest level,
ultimately came down to a couple of
points at crucial moments.”

JOSD2 Team: Owen Kelly, Kylani Czarnecki, Matthew Quick, Erika Hamilton, Sophie Gurney

JDC3 Team: Sam McAlister, Albert Su, Harry Marshall, Jessica Mizzi

JDC1 Team: Elyssa Aretis, Tom Saro, Ronan McNamara

No racquet required Tennis Playground
By SUSAN FOREMAN
WARRANDYTE Tennis Club
is officially unveiling their
Tennis4Teens program with
sessions launching on Thursday
October 10 at 6pm.
Tennis4Teens is a program
developed by Tennis Victoria
with funding support from
VicHealth that encourages youth
aged between 12-17 years to be
active in a non-competitive/
social environment.
With no equipment or tennis
background required it’s a
stress-free way of staying active.
Based on the research into this
age group and their associated
motivations and barriers for
participation in sport, the
following core principles apply
to the Tennis4Teens program:
• Young people have a “say” in the
activities conducted in a session
• Social element before and after
on-court play
• Flexible i.e. drop in/out/pay-as
-you-go is available
• One hour per session
• Focus is on non-competitive,
stress-free, fun, social activities
both on and off court
Tennis Victoria Project Lead Female
Participation Officer, Tamatha
Harding, believes the Tennis4Teens
initiative will appropriately represent

what the teenage age group want to
get out of their physical activity.
“Tennis Victoria wants all ages and
abilities getting active and using our
sport as their preferred choice for
physical activity,” Harding said.
“Research has shown us that this
particular age group is keen for their
sport to be social and flexible.
“With that in mind, Tennis4Teens
aims to apply these key learnings
from the research.
“It’s our hope that all the programs
run under the Tennis4Teens umbrella
encourage teenagers to pick up a

racquet, get active and have
fun,” she said.
The Warrandyte Tennis Club
was established in 1907 and
is located in Taroona Ave,
Warrandyte.
The club engages with many
people within the community
through a variety of activities
and offerings that cater to a
number of abilities and
standards.
Head Coach, Craig Haslam
is excited by the program and
hopes many teenagers within
the community get involved.
“I have two teenagers of
my own and I want them to
stay active and social while
being comfortable in their
environment.
“The Tennis4Teens program
suit all teenagers regardless of
historical sporting backgrounds and
social groups” Haslam said.
When: Thursday Evenings (starting
from Oct 24)
Time: 6pm to 7pm
Cost: $50 for eight weeks (or $10 per
session casual)
Where: Warrandyte Tennis Club,
Taroona Ave, Warrandyte
For further information about the
program, visit: www.thetennisguru.
com.au/coaching

SOUTH WARRANDYTE Tennis club
has an exciting new tennis facility
especially designed for kids from 3
to 13 (but also fun for everyone else).
The “Tennis Playground” courts are
purpose built for kids with a court
size to suit all stages of development,
giving the kids the best chance of
improvement and enjoyment as they
can master their environment.
Coach Craig Haslam said that “the
committee had worked hard over
recent years to get this project off
the ground and now we have created
a fantastic community facility for
everyone of all ages to enjoy”.
The newly redeveloped area of the
club boasts two “Red Ball” half-size
courts - for ages 4 to 8, three “Orange

Ball” three-quarter courts - for ages
8-10 and two “Green Ball” full size for
ages 9 and up.
The biggest advantage of the Tennis
Playground is that the facilities are
purpose built for kids.
“If mum or dad want to have a hit
with the kids, you are in the best
possible environment for the kids
to enjoy the experience,” said Craig.
T h e Te n n i s P l a y g r o u n d i s
administered by the Warrandyte
Tennis Club and the club has a
range of membership packages
available for their Taroona Avenue
club, or the South Warrandyte Tennis
Playground or for both.
Members can access the venue at
any time for social play with a code
that opens the electronic gate locks.
Membership fees start from just $40
per year for individuals and from only
$80 per year for a family membership.
There are also Inter Club
Competitions, Hot Shot Holiday
Tournaments as well as Hot Shots
coaching and Holiday clinics.
Tennis Playground South
Warrandyte will be holding
its Grand Opening on Sunday,
October 20 from 11:30am–1:30pm.
A fun day for the whole family.
Includes free Hot Shots sessions,
BBQ and Social tennis play.
29/41 Coleman Road,
South Warrandyte
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Grimes wins Bloods Best and Fairest

By JOSH HUNTLY
BOX HILL PAVILION played host to
Warrandyte’s Presentation Night with
over 150 people seeing Jack Grimes
crowned the Bloods best and fairest.
It was a dominant year for the
former AFL star that saw him take out
Warrandyte’s top award convincingly
and earn himself a place in the Eastern
Football League team of the year.
A boom recruit in season 2019,
Grimes’ unparalleled foot skills and
aerial ability were valuable in the clubs
first finals appearance since 2015 and
he was named Warrandyte’s best in the
Elimination Final against Waverley.
Despite playing just 11 games,
Grimes was a convincing winner, and
in his acceptance speech says he put
his form down to being able to reignite his passion for the game of footy
at Warrandyte.
“I’ve felt like part of something
special down here,” said Grimes.
“I’ve only been down here for 12
months and sometimes struggled to
get down to training due to work and
other things going on, but I never felt
like an outsider and that’s meant the
world to me.
“It really made me love footy again —
I can really say I’ve met a lot of lifelong
friends down here.
“I’ve become a lot closer to my
family who I played alongside for the
first time — you don’t get that just
anywhere — Warrandyte’s a really
special club in a special town.
“You can’t take that for granted.
“It hurt me as much as anyone when
we lost that final because I never
thought I’d invest so much into footy
again.
“This club is a really special place
and a place I really want to be a part
of moving forward.”
Mitch Buckley was at his competitive
best in 2019 and the in-and-under
hard nut was duly recognised by
placing second in the senior vote
count.
Buckley overcame a persistent

YJFL
awards
success

By JOSH HUNTLY
WARRANDYTE Junior Football
Club was again at the top of the
Yarra Junior Football League
(YJFL) vote counts and Colts’
Forward Lewis Downie lead the
pack with a string of honours that
included winning the Division
Two Best and Fairest Award.
Downie took out the top honour
in the Division with 18 votes and
cemented his place as one of the
league’s premier Forwards with
39 goals and a spot in the Colts’
Team of the Year at Full Forward.
He topped off a prolific season
with four goals in a post-season
game for the YJFL against
Oakleigh Chargers and earned
himself a spot in Warrandyte’s
Under 19 Grand Final side.
Lachlan Guymer made it a duo
of Warrandyte award recipients
by taking out the Under 14 award
with an impressive 29 votes to
put his name on the honour
board.
Downie and Guymer took
out top honours but were well
supported by other players
who polled well, including Eve
Kleynjan, Jamie Guymer, Alana
Read, Zac McGown, Brayden
Guymer, Lou Podmore, Darcy
Blakeley and Daisy Cooper.
All managed to finish top 10
in their respective divisions in
a strong showing for the WJFC.

hamstring niggle to feature
prominently in the Bloods’ charge
to finals and was well assisted in the
midfield by Chris Tout who, in his first
season back at Warrandyte, managed
to place third in the Senior count after
a consistent season in the Bloods’
engine room.
A key member of Warrandyte’s 2015
premiership triumph, “Boof ” has
been a welcome addition back in the
senior ranks and looked the picture of
consistency over the season after being
named in the best players nine times.
The Reserves count was hotly
contested up until the last round,
with Tim Beasley coming away with a
well-deserved best and fairest.
This comes despite Beasley often
playing in the seniors during the first
half of the season and is often lauded
as a “you know what you will get from
them” player.
Hayden Buyn was rewarded for his
ruthless attack on the footy coming
in second and after a red-hot start
to the season and despite missing
the second half of the season with a
broken shoulder, Michael Richards
placed a remarkable third to wrap up
the Reserves top three.
With superstars on every line, the
Under 19 count was an even spread
and in a season that saw him earn
a valuable Seniors’ debut, Oscar
Hodgson triumphed to take out the
top prize.
Ruckman Connor Martin and
forward Quinn Clark, also with senior
games under the belt, shared equal
second while leading goal kicker Darcy
Poole placed fourth in an excellent
season for the young Bloods.
The club prides itself on its volunteer
support staff and the Tracy “Snowy”
Prior Best Club Person Award, along
with the President’s Awards, are an
acknowledgement of the significant
time and effort contributed to the club.
This year’s recipients were club
stalwarts Andrew Rogers and Darryl
Speers.
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League awards
There was a touch of red and
white at the Eastern Football League
presentation night with several
Warrandyte players receiving Awards
Night honours.
The Grimes tribe capped off a strong
year with both Jack and Tom included
in the Division Three team of the year
while Chris Tout and Nikoda Brooking
found themselves in the initial 40-man
squad.
Under 19s skipper Liam Vaughan
placed 2nd in the Division Three count

to round out the awards season.
Club announcements
Senior coaches Anthony McGregor
and Luke Parker have re-committed to
lead the senior side for the 2020 season
while the club seeks coaches for the
Reserves and Under 19 sides.
Peter Hookey will also be moving
away from the Presidency of the club as
work commitments increase in 2020.
Vice-President Stephen Dunn was
full of praise for the outgoing Hookey
and his contribution in solidifying
the clubs standing over his four-year

tenure.
“Peter often said to me that he
aimed to make this club one young
men wanted to play at that was also
successful on and off the field,” said
Dunn.
“But more importantly to produce
young men who positively contributed
to the community, and that’s what we
see today.
“The club owes Peter a massive debt
for his work over the last four years and
his experience at the coal-face means
he’ll be a valuable asset to the club for
years to come.”

WCC holds season launch
By JOSH HUNTLY
IT’S ALL HAPPENING at Warrandyte
Cricket Club and President Bill Stubbs
cut the ribbon on season 2019/2020
with the announcement of club
captains on the eve of Round 1.
After a record-breaking pre-season
that saw the club record its largest
ever player base, Stubbs revealed a
largely unchanged leadership group
from last season.
The top job is the sole leadership
change this season with club captain
Scott Handley taking over from Ayrton
Dehmel as 1st XI front man.
Campbell Holland will lead the 2nd
XI into the Meehan Shield season
once again.
After leading the 4th XI to a Grand
Final in E-grade last season, Shaun
Ison will go around again as skipper
and Luke Warren will be joined by
Michael Spence in the 3rd XI job.
Former President Greg Warren
has been charged with the 7th XI
captaincy, Stubbs himself will again
lead the 6th XI while Rohan Bansal
and Drew El Moussali are co-captains
of the 5th XI for the third season
running.
In the rapidly developing Under 18
side, young guns Chris Rakuscek and
1st XI all-rounder Brady Poole will be
hoping to take their side into the finals
once again.
A boom off-season gives way to
the start of the RDCA season and
it’s set to be the largest on record for
Warrandyte, with Stubbs announcing
a 169-year first.
“Where we are as a club is a great
spot,” he said.
“I’m very proud once again to say
that this year we are fielding as many
players as we’ve had in the history of
the club.
“It’s quite a statement and one we’re
really proud of.”

Seven Senior teams, ten Junior
teams, three Veteran teams and the
Under 18s will run out this season for
the Warrandyte Cricket Club.
This is on top of Junior Blast, the
upcoming senior T20s, veterans T20s.
Two new members were added to
the prestigious list of life members at
the club with Nathan Croft and Greg
Warren announced as inductees.
Croft has over 5000 runs and 200
wickets for the club across 30 years
and is currently the namesake of the
3rd XI Croft Medal for the best and
fairest player in that grade.
Warren has almost 3,000 runs to
his name over his senior career and
has previously held the title of Club
President.
There will be plenty of cricket to
watch in Warrandyte over the season
with games played at Warrandyte
Reserve (#1 and #2), Warrandyte High
School and Stintons Reserve.
New recruits ready and raring
Warrandyte has seen the playerbase expand over the off-season and
have also managed to pick up some
handy top-grade talent, with a trio
of headline recruits giving cause for
excitement at the club.
Batsman Lewis Jaksic joins the club
after competing in the Diamond Valley
Cricket Assosciation, while Premier
Trophy duo Lakshan Madushanka
and Nuwan Liyanapathirana have
crossed over from Sri Lanka.
Jaksic solid technical game will see
him slot into the top to middle order
of the 1st XI while Madushanka’s
speciality lies in his off-break bowling.
Liyanapathirana will add another
element of pace into Warrandyte
bowling attack.
Season 2019/2020 commences
October 5 with two-day matches
across the board.

New life members Nathan Croft and Greg Warren

Under 18s Captains Chris Rakuscek & Brady Poole
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